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ABSTRACT

Rancholabrean vertebrate fossils are widespread in the
southern two-thirds of the Black Belt of Mississippi and often occur
at the base of brown clays previously considered to be residual soil.
Metaquartzite cobbles are closely associated with the fossils and were
derived from compositionally sorted deposits of metaquartzite gravels
in the northern Black Belt and the southwest bend area of the
Tennessee River.

Similar gravels and similar heavy minerals from

both sides of the Tennessee Valley divide indicate a spillover of
the Tennessee River, the headwaters of which drain the Blue Ridge
metamorphic province.

The restricted age of the fossils suggests

that the spillover occurred during or shortly before Rancholabrean
time.

x

INTRODUCTION

In the fall of 1968 the author began to collect Pleistocene
vertebrate fossils in large numbers along the length of the Black Belt
of Mississippi.

These bones and teeth were frequently associated with

compositionally sorted metaquartzite pebbles and cobbles which together
appear to form part of a basal conglomerate.

The scattered conglomer

ate was always found along the contact between the underlying
Cretaceous chalk and the overlying clays that generally have been con
sidered to be residual prairie soil.
The fossil discoveries were surprising because previously
abundant fossil vertebrates had been found in Mississippi only near
the Mississippi River.

The metaquartzite cobbles and pebbles were

equally surprising because none had been noted before in the Black
Belt nor in the Tombigbee River basin.
Regionally extensive Pleistocene (?) formations, the
"Lafayette Gravels" and Citronelle Formation, have not yet been iden
tified within the Black Belt of Mississippi.

Instead, Black Belt

Pleistocene and Pleistocene (?) deposits occur largely as (1) local
alluvium and terrace deposits within and adjacent to present drainage
systems, and (2) isolated alluvial (?) deposits situated on hills and
drainage divides and not obviously related to present streams.

The

latter deposits have previously been lumped as part of Holocene soils
derived by weathering of underlying Cretaceous formations, but the

1
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present study will show that such soils often include deposits clearly
of Pleistocene age.
The purpose of this study is to examine nature and origin of
the Pleistocene vertebrate fossils and the metaquartzite gravels and
to use this to obtain a better understanding of the Pleistocene
history of the Black Belt.

The study includes:

(1) determination of

the distribution of vertebrate fossils and metaquartzite cobbles in
the Black Belt;

(2) identification and dating of vertebrate fossils;

(3) recognition of the source of metaquartzite cobbles;

(4) a reason

able explanation as to why metaquartzite cobbles in the Black Belt are
sorted as to composition;

(5) a reasonable explanation as to how and

when these cobbles were transported to the Black Belt of Mississippi;
and (6) determination of the amount of reworking of fossils and/or
cobbles.

THE BLACK BELT OF MISSISSIPPI

Location and Definition
The state of Mississippi was divided into 10 physiographic
districts by Lowe (1915:28-34).

Essentially the same classification

was used by Stephenson and Monroe (1940:26-29)(Fig. 1).

The district,

known as the Black Prairies, is a long, narrow belt that tapers north
ward from the Alabama line in east-central Mississippi to the Tennessee
line.

It ranges from 3 to 25 miles in width and occupies approximately

2000 square miles.

This physiographic district is the primary study

area for this paper.
The National Park Service has placed a sign on the Natchez
Trace Parkway that indicates a preference for the name Black Belt
rather than Black Prairies.

Thornbury (1969:196) uses the term Black

Belt for an extension of this district into Alabama.
be the term used in this paper.

Black Belt will

The name is derived from the black

color of soil that has developed in places along the belt.

Physiography and Drainage
The Black Belt is characterized by topography of low relief,
ranging from nearly level plains (Fig. 2) to hills of 10- to 50-ft
relief.

Broad, shallow valleys separate the gentle, smoothly curved

slopes, sometimes referred to as whaleback topography.

The altitude

of uplands in this belt varies from 550 ft in the north in Prentiss
and Alcorn counties to about 200 ft in the south in Noxubee County.

Figure 1.

Physiographic districts of Northeast Mississippi.
(Based on information from Stephenson and Monroe,
1940: 26-30 and Mississippi Geologic Map, 1969.
They
used the term Black Prairies rather than Black Belt.)
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Figure 2. This flat terrace is typical of numerous near
horizontal surfaces which cover much of the Black Belt.
The picture was taken in Monroe County, Miss.
(SW 1/4 of
Sec. 9, T. 12 S., R. 6 E.).
Note the oak trees common
to this "post oak land" of brown, silty clay.
Cretaceous
chalk about 10 ft beneath the brown clays is exposed a
short distance to the north along the crest of the valley
wall of Tallabinnela Creek.
Along this unconformity are
a few vertebrate fossils in association with a few meta
quartzite and iron-cemented sandstone cobbles.

The topography of the Black Belt contrasts strongly with that of the
Pontotoc Hills district which borders it on the west from the
Tennessee line through Oktibbeha County.

The Pontotoc Hills range

from 350 ft to 800 ft in altitude and are separated from the Black
Belt by an escarpment representing differences in elevation at differ
ent places along its trend of 50 ft to 200 ft (Stephenson and Monroe,
1940:104).

Southeast of Oktibbeha County the Black Belt is bordered

on the southwest by the Flatwoods district.
The Black Belt is also lower than the Tombigbee and Tennessee
River Hills to the east, where the upland elevations range from 350
to 650 ft with isolated hills exceeding 800 ft.
The Black Belt is drained by tributaries of the Tombigbee River
flowing to the east and southeast except in the extreme north where
the Tuscumbia River effects drainage (Fig. 3).

The larger tributaries

crossing the Black Belt have their source in perennial springs in the
Pontotoc Hills or in the North Central Hills west of the Flatwoods.
Joints in the underlying bedrock permit some sub-surface
drainage which is indicated by discoloration of these joints to depths
greater than 16 ft.

Solution structures develop at joint intersections

and are filled with regolith to a depth of 4 to 6 ft.
Many streams within the Black Belt have been artifically
straightened to enhance the agricultural value of the lowland areas
and to lessen the damage of flooding.

This activity has resulted in

increased channel erosion which has exposed the chalk bedrock in some
of the affected streams.

Figure 3.

Drainage map of the Black Belt and other areas
Northeast Mississippi.
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Regional Bedrock Geology

Stratigraphy
According to Stephenson and Monroe (1940:29), the Black Belt
"is underlain mainly by the Selma chalk, but in Kemper and Noxubee
counties it includes also the narrow belt of outcrop of the Prairie
Bluff chalk" (Fig. 4).

At the time the foregoing quotation was

written the term "Selma" was a formational term which included the
Mooreville, Areola, and Demopolis members.

The Ripley formation was

mapped as contiguous to the Selma formation on the west from the
Tennessee line south to a point in northern Noxubee County
(Stephenson and Monroe, 1940:Plate la).

From this point southeast

to the Alabama line the Ripley was not mapped and the Prairie Bluff
touched the Selma on the west.

South of where they terminated the

Ripley, Stephenson and Monroe (1940:29) include the outcrop area of
the Prairie Bluff as part of the Black Belt physiographic district.
The Selma was raised to group rank in 1945, when it was d e 
fined to include all the Cretaceous formations of the Qulf series
above the Eutaw formation.

Thus, it is now correct to say that the

underlying bedrock of the Black Belt physiographic district consists
of two formations, the Mooreville chalk and Demopolis chalk,

from the

Tennessee line to the aforementioned point in Noxubee County; from
thence southeast to the Alabama line the narrow belts of the Ripley
formation and Prairie Bluff chalk also are included.

Mooreville Chalk.

Keady (1962:37) describes the basal unit of

Figure 4.

Geologic map of the bed rock of the Black Belt and
other areas in Northeast Mississippi.
(After Geologic Map of Mississippi, 1969.
Classification of contacts not shown.)
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the Selma group, the Mooreville chalk, as consisting of marl, sandy
marl, calcareous clay, and a thin limestone at the top.

The Mooreville

chalk varies in composition, becoming less marly northward where it
merges with sands and clays of the Coffee sand.

In places the marls

of the Mooreville are interbedded with calcareous clays and thin
streaks of s a n d .
A complete stratigraphic section of the Mooreville is exposed
along Cedar Creek which flows eastward in southern Lowndes County.
Dinkins (1960:18) studied the Cedar Creek section and performed
insoluble residue analyses.

His findings indicated that the Moore

ville is a marl but that there are thin beds of bentonite included.
Another complete section is found along Tibbee Creek between Lowndes
and Clay counties.

Apparent thickness of the Mooreville ranges from

230 to 160 ft (Keady, 1962:38).

Elsewhere exposures of the Mooreville

are scarce, but the formation may be seen along some valley walls,
intermittent creek beds, and where construction work has removed the
overburden.
The Mooreville chalk is within the Exogyra ponderosa zone and
an Exogyra reef is at the base of the formation.

Large rudistids are

common in the Mooreville but do not form reefs.
The Areola limestone member of the Mooreville chalk consists of
one or more beds of nearly pure limestone, each about 1 ft thick, at
the top of this formation.

Exposures of Areola limestone may be seen

in some road cuts along the medial line of the Mississippi Black Belt
from northern Monroe County to the Alabama line.

In places the Areola

14

contains two limestone beds separated by about 5 ft of marl.

The lower

bed is cobbly, whereas the upper bed is dense and bored by benthonic
organisms (Ready, 1962:38).
Compared to the marls and chalks that dominate Black Belt bed
rock, the Areola is relatively resistant to erosion.
forhigher elevations along the medial line of the
Lee

County.

It is responsible

Black Belt south of

This central "ridge" has been breached in places by

transverse streams, such as Mattubby, Tibbee, and Cedar creeks.
Cobbles of Areola limestone form the major portion of resistant elastics
in the bedload of

Demopolis

these streams east of the Areola exposures.

C h alk.

The Demopolis chalk is a thick unit composed

chiefly of chalk, impure chalk, and some marl.

Ready (1962:39) divided

the Demopolis into informal units based partly on fossil zones and
partly on lithology.

The basal unit ranges from the bottom of the

Demopolis to the Diploschiza cretacea zone and is about 105 ft thick.
The D. cretacea zone is about 45 ft thick and is characterized by a
second abundant small fossil, Terebratulina filosa.

Above this unit

there is a thicker, purer chalk unit of 242 ft which contains more than
80% CaCOj.

Carson (1961:20), in a study of the Demopolis in the

Artesia quadrangle, found that the average chalk contains 81.6% CaCOg,
17% clay, and 1.4% sand and silt.

The dominant clay minerals were

found to be montmori1Ionite, illite, and kaolinite (in decreasing order
of abundance).
Overlying the chalk unit at the top of the Demopolis is a marl
unit, the Bluffport member.

Harper (1959:27-37) studied the Bluffport

15

in Noxubee County and found the carbonate content to vary from about
75% near the base to 45% at the top.

He mentions a reef containing

Exogyra cancellata and Gryphaea mutabilis at places along the chalkmarl contact.

Ripley Formation.

The Ripley formation is part of the bed 

rock geology for the Black Belt district only in Noxubee and Kemper
counties in the south.

In Noxubee County, Keady (1962:41) describes

the Ripley as composed of marl and calcareous clay that differs from
the Bluffport member by containing more sand, abundant mica, and a
different fossil assemblage.

The formation is described as being

gradational with the underlying Bluffport and overlying Prairie Bluff
chalk and as having a thickness of about 28 ft.

Hughes (1958:62)

states that the average thickness of the Ripley formation in Kemper
County is 40 ft.

He describes the Ripley as consisting of a gray

muscovitic and glauconitic, chalky sand and calcareous sandy clay,
massive to irregularly bedded, and containing an abundant macro and
micro fauna.

Prairie Bluff C h alk.

The Prairie Bluff chalk underlies the

outermost southern portion of the Mississippi Black Belt physio
graphic district.

In Kemper County the Prairie Bluff is described

by Hughes (1958:71-73) as a 30-ft-thick, massive, hard, brittle,
glaring white to blue-gray chalk containing marcasite nodules and
having phosphatic molds of fossils in the upper 2 nd lower parts.
the top, worm borings in the chalk are filled at places with sand
from the overlying Clayton formation (Paleocene).

At
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Structure
In general, the strike of the Cretaceous formations of the
Black Belt district is parallel to the north-south trend of the
Black Belt and the strata exhibit simple monoclinal structure.

From

the Tennessee line to southern Monroe County the strike of the bedrock
strata is almost due north.

In southern Monroe County the strike

swings to about N 10° W, in Lowndes County to about N 20° W, in Noxubee
County to N 30° W, and in Kemper County to N 45° W

(Keady, 1962:44).

The dip is westerly and varies from place to place but, in general,
averages about 30 ft per mile (Stephenson and Monroe, 1940:34).
Keady (1962:44) reports a dip of 30 ft per mile in Lee County, 40 ft
per mile in Lowndes County, and 40 to 45 ft per mile in Kemper County.
Minor structures are suggested in Monroe County and Lowndes
County by outcrop patterns of the bedrock as mapped by Stephenson and
Monroe (1940:Plate la) and Vestal (1943: Plate I).

Keady (1962:45)

suggests faulting has occurred in Noxubee County south of Macon, but
good evidence is meager.
This writer has observed no displacement of the over-burden
above the bedrock.

However, slickensides do occur in some areas where

joints in the bedrock are conspicuous, especially in the Demopolis
chalk in Lowndes and Noxubee counties.

Vegetation, Accessibility, Culture

Vegetation
Upland vegetation is one of the more distinctive features of
the Black Belt district.

However, the vegetation vuries with the
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thickness of the regolith or, in other words, with proximity of plant
roots to the bedrock chalk.

In areas where the chalk is exposed or

where only a thin, grey-black soil has formed on the chalk, red cedar
is the dominant tree.

In other uncleared areas where six feet or more

of heavy clays blanket the chalk, post oak, red oak, white oak,
hickory, and the thorny honey locust are conspicuous trees.
Lowland forests have a greater variety of hardwoods, as well
as some pine and cypress, especially on floodplains and terraces of
streams that contain transported sand from outside the Black Belt.
Thorn-bearing trees and shrubs are abundant in lowland as well as
upland Black Belt areas.
Pastures and fields of cotton, soybeans, and hay today occupy
much acreage formerly covered by trees, shrubs, or indigenous grasses.
Grasses and legumes grow well in Black Prairie soil.

Vanderford

(1962:34) suggests that humus produced by grass is responsible for the
black soil color.

Accessibility
U. S. Highway 45 and its branch Highway 45W are the principal
north-south arteries serving the Black Belt.
entire length of the Black Belt.

Highway 45 extends the

Sixteen highways, some U. S. and

some state, cross the Black Belt from east to west.

County roads,

mostly surfaced with gravel and frequently following section lines,
make all parts of the Black Belt easily accessible.
The Gulf, Mobile, and Ohio railroad extends through the Black
Belt from north to south, while the St. Louis and San Francisco, the
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Columbus and Greenville, and the Illinois Central railroads traverse
this district from east to west.

Southern Airways is the only ai r 

line at present giving commercial airline service to the Black Belt
district with airports in Lee and Lowndes counties.

The facility in

Lowndes County is the Golden Triangle Regional Airport, which offers
jet service.

During the last century, steamboats on the Torabigbee

River, just east of the Black Belt, served transportation needs of
the area.

Currently under construction is the Tennessee-Tombigbee

waterway, which will make water transportation once again important.

Culture
Corinth, situated near the Tennessee line, is the only city
with a population exceeding 10,000 which is located within the borders
of the Black Belt district.

Tupelo, Starkville, and Columbus, three

cities exceeding 10,000 population, are located just beyond the
borders of this district.
Agriculture is still dominant over industry in the Black Belt.
Large plantations prior to the Civil War were sources of wealth and
culture; but the owners, like modern home builders, often preferred
to build their antebellum mansions on the sandy hills bordering the
sticky clays of this district.
common.

Large farms and ranches are still

With the present agricultural trend toward the use of large

farm equipment capable of working in heavy clays, and the trend toward
larger farms, Black Belt agriculture is making a relatively easy
transition toward modern farm practices.

Many farm laborers have

been replaced by machinery, causing a decided drop in population
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density in recent years.
A state-supported junior college at Booneville and a private
junior college at West Point are the only institutions of higher
learning located in the Black Belt.

However, Mississippi State

University at Starkville and Mississippi State College for Women at
Columbus are immediately adjacent to the Black Belt.

PLEISTOCENE-RECENT DEPOSITS OF THE BLACK BELT

Pleistocene-Recent deposits of the Black Belt consist of:
alluvium within present floodplains,

(1)

(2) previously recognized terrace

deposits of intermediate elevation, and (3) more elevated, widespread
but intermittent deposits which generally have been considered
residual soil by previous workers.

All of these deposits contain at

least some material derived from beyond the Black Belt.

Review of Earlier Studies
Stephenson and Monroe (1940:Plate IB) mapped surficial deposits
in the Black Belt of Mississippi

(see Fig. 5).

These deposits, which

they called Quaternary alluvium or Pliocene? and Pleistocene terrace
deposits, were all located near modern streams.

These terrace

deposits of intermediate Black Belt elevation are compositionally
distinctive from the more elevated clay "soils" recognized by Stephenson
and Monroe.

These workers noted more widespread terraces east of the

Black Belt (Stephenson and Monroe, 1940:28, 259).

They postulated that

the Tombigbee River has been shifting its channel in a westward
direction as it has cut downward and that its present position repre
sents this river's maximum encroachment toward the Black Belt to the
west.

They recognized five Tombigbee River terraces, all of which are

east of the present floodplain.
During the 1940's the Mississippi Geological Survey published
several bulletins covering Mississippi Black Belt counties (Bergquist,
20

Figure 5.

Previously recognized Pliocene (?) and Pleistocene
terrace deposits as mapped by Stephenson and
Monroe, 1940: Plate IB.
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EXPLANATION

Areas of Pliocene? and
Pleistocene terrace
deposits mapped by
Stephenson and Monroe,
1940. (No Pleist. fossils
were found in these
terraces.)
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> 50% of this area mapped
as Pleistocene terrace
deposits by Thomas F.
Torries, 1964.
(Pleistocene
fossils very abundant
in these deposits. This
area is typical of
widespread Black Belt
deposits higher than
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Monroe's terraces.)
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et al., 1943; Conant and McCutcheon, 1941; Conant and McCutcheon,
1942; Vestal, 1946; and Vestal and McCutcheon, 1943).
bulletins stress Pleistocene geology.

None of these

Comments regarding the Black

Belt elevated clay "soil," the occasional terraces, the floodplains
and the Tombigbee River floodplain and terraces east of the Black Belt
are similar to the 1940 observations of Stephenson and Monroe.
Torries (1964:Plate I) recognized Pleistocene terrace
deposits within the Black Belt which are higher than and more w ide 
spread than the terrace deposits mapped by Stephenson and Monroe
(1940:Plate IB)(See Fig. 5).
In a Lee County Bulletin, Vestal (1946:53) described terraces
of Town Creek (different from Town Creek in Clay County) and other
western tributaries to the Tombigbee River:
In general the terraces consist of fine to medium tan and brown
sand containing a variable clay and silt content.
Colors may
range from gray to red-brown, and rust pockets and spots are
common.
The age of these deposits is difficult or impossible
to determine with accuracy, but the brown loam, a soil type, of
which the eastern edge rests on parts of the Cretaceous area of
Mississippi, consists in part of loess, a glacial silt.
Apparently, then, the highest stream terraces are at least as
old as the Pleistocene loess, and some of their material may
have been in its present position as far back as Pliocene
time.
Conant (1942:51) in the Union County Bulletin wrote:
In the southeastern part of the county conspicuous sandy
terraces are present in many places at the edges of the
floodplains of various headwater streams of the Tombigbee
drainage.
In Alcorn County, Stephenson and Monroe (1940:104) found loess on top
of Selma chalk:
Locally in Alcorn County the chalk is covered by a thin mantle
of brown loam--the eastern remnants of the great loess blanket
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extensively developed farther west on the bluffs of the
Mississippi River.

Alluvium
Black Belt alluvial deposits discussed here are those within
the floodplains of modern Black Belt streams.

Floodplain alluvium

deposited by streams originating within the Black Belt (Fig. 3) differs
from alluvium deposited by those streams originating in areas beyond
the Black Belt and will be considered separately.

The floodplains of

the former are smaller and generally follow the trend of the Black
Belt until they merge with the larger transverse floodplains of the
latter.

Exceptions are seen in the wider, southern portion of the

Black Belt where Cedar, James, and Pumpkin Creek floodplains originate
in the Black Belt and extend eastward.
Grey, black, brown, and mottled silty clays are the major
constituents of typical intra-Black Belt alluvium that rests on the
eroded, relatively flat, truncated surface of underlying firmer clays
or chalk bedrock.

In places there is a basal conglomerate of coarse

elastics that are similar to the elastics now being transported by
streams meandering within the floodplain or resting on stream point
bars.

On a typical point bar the following elastics were observed in

decreasing order of abundance:
(1) chalk shingles
(2) Areola limestone fragments
(3) rounded claystone cobbles derived from boring casts in the
Areola
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(4) caliche nodules
(5) black to gray clay balls
(6) brown clay balls
(7) ferruginous pellets with a chemical polish (Riggs and
Kaye; in press)
(8) Cretaceous mollusk shells
(9) iron-cemented sandstone cobbles
(10) brown-and-cream-colored fragments of Pleistocene verte
brate fossils
(11) metaquartzite pebbles

and cobbles

(12) Cretaceous vertebrate

fossils

(13) chert pebbles, mainly

near bridges ofgravel

(14) Indian artifacts such

as pottery, tools,

roads

and points

(15) modern trash and garbage, mainly near bridges
(16) unfossilized, unfragmented, unrounded animal bones
(17) partially permineralized, unfragmented, unrounded bones
of extant animals, some not living in Mississippi today.
Post-Columbian artifactual material is not as likely to be
found in the floodplain basal conglomerate exposed on the outside of
meanders as on the point bars.

Freshwater gastropods are exceedingly

abundant in segments of the floodplain deposits where the darker clays
are dominant.

These fragile shells are practically absent from firm,

brown or mottled clay where Pleistocene vertebrates, iron-cemented
sandstone cobbles, and metaquartzite cobbles are more abundant along
the clay-chalk contact.

Evidence of solution activity is inconspicuous
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along exposures of the clay-chalk contact beneath less firm clays
with primary structures.

However, small solution structures at joint

intersections in the chalk are present beneath the firm, brown and
mottled clay areas.
Streams with headwaters in sandy hills outside of the Black
Belt are today transporting sand across the Black Belt, and their
floodplain deposits contain sand in addition to the previously mentioned
components.

The floodplains of these streams are larger, backswamps

are widespread, humus is mixed with alluvium, and reducing environments
are common.

Many of the Pleistocene fossils found on point bars have

acquired a black color.
Where chalk is exposed in creek banks a dark, firm, mottled,
sandy clay may be seen in places in contact with the chalk.

Only

thoroughly permineralized bones have been found in these clays.
Indian artifactual material has been observed.
structures have been preserved.

No

No bedding or primary

These clays may grade upward with or

without a recognizable unconformity into less firm silty clays and
sands that may contain unfossilized bone material and Indian arti
facts.

These less firm, silty clays may rest directly on the chalk

where underlying,

firmer clays are absent.

Terraces and Terrace Deposits
The terraces within the Black Belt as mapped by Stephenson
and Monroe (1940;Plate IB) are particularly conspicuous along the
Noxubee River, Tibbee Creek, Sakatonchee Creek, and Town Creek and its
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tributaries (Fig. 5).

All of these terraces border streams that have

their headwaters west of the Black Belt.

The terrace deposits consist

of mottled red, pink, and yellow argillaceous, ferruginous sand, and
laminated gray clay with local brown staining.

Two or more terraces

appear to have formed at successive levels and they range in depth
from 10 to 20 ft.

No chert gravel is present, and solution structures

are absent at the base of the terraces observed.
These terraces do not have a basal conglomerate with clastic
components characteristic of other stream deposits in the Black Belt.
No Pleistocene vertebrates have been found in any of these terraces,
and only one metaquartzite cobble has been found.

In places these

terraces have been breached by intra-Black Belt tributaries.
More extensive terraces are east of the Tombigbee River and
east of the Black Belt.

These eastern terraces differ from the Black

Belt terraces in having a high chert gravel content.

This chert, as

well as chert reworked from these terraces, is the source of commercial
gravel which has regional importance.

High (?)Pleistocene Deposits
Surficial material higher than the Black Belt terraces just
discussed has been referred to by previous workers as residual soil and
sub-soil derived from the underlying chalk (Stephenson and Monroe,
1940:97; Bergquist, 1943:18; Vanderford, 1962:34; and Vestal,
131).

Bergquist

1943:

(1943:18-19) described a large area north and east

of West Point where he suggested that the lower Selma weathered to
produce a dark-brown to almost black fertile "soil."

He observed
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that this "soil" grades down into a yellowish-brown "sub-soil" of less
organic content but greater lime content.

He noted a concentration of

Cretaceous fossils, particularly the heavy valves of Exogyra ponderosa,
at the base of the "sub-soil."
Torries (1964:Plate I) mapped the NE quarter of the West Point
Quadrangle, which is the same area referred to by Bergquist
is indicated on Fig. 5).

(this area

Torries (1964:82) noted Pleistocene deposits

in this area and wrote:
Pleistocene and Recent deposits in the area owe their origin
to stream deposition of sand and clay reworked from the
Cretaceous sediments. Although the deposits are not over
15 feet thick, they cover over 50% of the surface of the area
of investigation.
Field work by the writer in this NE quarter of the West Point
Quadrangle substantiates Torries' work regarding thickness and wide
spread distribution of stream-deposited material.

This area is

^representative of extensive areas throughout the Black Belt that are
higher than and beyond the previously recognized areas of stream
deposits, and is considered by the author to represent a type area
of possible high Pleistocene deposits found throughout the Black Belt
south of Lee County.

Bedding and other primary structures have been

destroyed, and the material may be considered soil in the sense that
it has been reached by plant roots; but this material is not in situ
nor residual.
The work done by Torries can be considered only partially
correct.

The sand referred to is atypical for high Black Belt

deposits and is limited to a narrow belt along the eastern edge of
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T o r ries1 map adjacent to the Tombigbee Sand Hills of the Eutaw forma
tion which crops out east of the Black Belt.

The clay within high

deposits throughout the Black Belt could have been transported from
weathered Cretaceous sediments within the Black Belt as Torries
suggests, but there are other components in a basal conglomerate
below those clays which have not been recorded by Torries or other
workers.

These include metaquartzite pebbles and cobbles, iron-cemented

quartz sandstone cobbles,

(?)chert, and Pleistocene vertebrate fossils,

although all of these components may not be present in the same outcrop.
None of these constituents is present in the underlying Cretaceous
bedrock.
This writer has found some or all of these coarse components
as basal conglomerates beneath high Black Belt deposits at numerous
elevated natural exposures along valley walls and in small, intraBlack Belt streams that have dissected their beds sufficiently to
expose the basal conglomerate.

They also may be visible in elevated,

artificial exposures such as pasture ponds, road cuts, and airport
drainage ditches.

Additional components which may be present in the

basal conglomerate include the Exogyra valves referred to by
Bergquist, rudistid fragments, Areola limestone fragments, and
ferruginous pellets or pebbles.
at some exposures.

Orthoquartzite cobbles are present

No Indian artifacts have been observed in place

at the base of these high Pleistocene deposits.
Solution structures are well developed in the chalk along the
clay-chalk contact.

The structures are usually circular in horizontal

section but may be elliptical.

In vertical section they are cone

shaped, tapering downward to a blunt point.
approximately 2 ft in diameter at the top.

They may be 6 ft deep and
The overlying clays and

basal conglomerate have subsided into the structures as they developed.
In places such as the Golden Triangle Regional Airport in Lowndes
County fresh artificial exposures of these structures, that were
formerly beneath about 10 ft of "soil," reveal a variety of distinct
colors.

The surrounding chalk is blue-grey, but within a few inches

of the structures and along intersecting joints that join the struc
tures, chalk weathers to a cream color.

The structures are filled

mainly with yellowish-brown clay interspersed with caliche nodules but
may contain any or all of the basal conglomerate components previously
mentioned.

In addition, there may be distinct, rounded masses of

black clay and less distinct, tabular masses of cream-colored,
weathered chalk.

All of these components are similar to point bar

material previously mentioned under the alluvium section.
In northern portions of the Black Belt, in Alcorn, Prentiss,
and parts of Lee County, high deposits differ in several respects
from those described.

They

have less clay and more silt and sand.

The Black Belt is narrower and there is greater proximity to the sandy
hills bordering the belt on each side.

Vestal (1946:53) and

Stephenson and Monroe (1940:104) referred to the presence of silt in
the form of loess.

These northern silts are generally thicker than

high surficial deposits farther south.

Compositionally sorted meta

quartzite cobbles are relatively abundant in Alcorn County and are not
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confined to the chalk contact zone but are scattered throughout the
lower several feet of silt which may be more than 20 ft thick.

Here,

as well as throughout the Black Belt, many bare chalk exposures have
a scattered lag gravel of the metaquartzite cobbles and pebbles.
During relatively brief field work in the northern counties no
Pleistocene fossils were found in the high deposits, but one fossil
was collected previously (in Mississippi State University DunnSiler Museum) and one was reported by Dooming (1969:420) in a small
creek which dissects these deposits.
In the central and southern counties of the Black Belt there
are areas in which the chalk is covered by silt somewhat similar to
the silt in the northern counties.
medial Areola outcrop belt.

These areas are mainly west of the

Like the silts in the northern counties,

these central and southern silts are almost non-fossiliferous.

This

is true of silts at high elevations as well as silts in the previously
recognized terrace deposits of intermediate elevation.

Age Determinations
Vertebrate fossils and the origin of the metaquartzite cobbles
will be disucssed in following sections.

However, in this section

relative age of Black Belt deposits will be considered on the basis of
relative elevations, the size of solution structures, and the presence
or absence of Indian artifacts.

The time factor is believed to be

significant to the development of solution structures.
Alluvium of the larger floodplain deposits is generally recog
nized as younger than bordering terrace deposits where the latter are

present (Stephenson and Monroe, 1940:Plate IB).
appears true of much floodplain alluvium.

This assumption

For instance, Indian arti

facts are frequently found in situ at the base of floodplain deposits
but have not been found in place in terrace deposits or higher
deposits.
On the other hand, there are isolated, firm, dark, mottled,
sandy, silty clays within the larger floodplains which appear devoid
of artifacts and which, at some exposures, have a basal conglomerate
similar to that of the higher deposits, but not that of the terraces.
High deposits have large solution structures not present at the base
of terraces.

Therefore, the terraces may be older than many, but not

necessarily all, floodplain deposits and appear younger than high
deposits.
Caliche concretions, that are present within heavy, reddishbrown clays of high deposits of the Black Belt, are characteristic of
similarly colored, rock-stratigraphic units in (?)Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas, and Nebraska.

The latter have been assigned to interglacial

stages (Flint, 1971:551).
Ruhe (1970:41, Fig. 3) shows diagrammatic cross-sections of
soils formed under grassland from more humid to more arid regions.
He concludes that calcium carbonate accumulations are greater in semiarid regions.

Ruhe (1970:49) states that Sangamon paleosols have red

hues and strong chromas.

He points out that, in general, red colors

in soils have been interpreted as reflecting warmer temperatures
during soil formation or longer time of weathering.

He suggests that
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warmer temperature is the preferred explanation.

These reports add

support to the suggestion made in this paper that Black Belt caliche
and the reddish-brown clays in high deposits were formed during an
interglacial stage-

In the following chapter concerned with the dating

of Black Belt fossils it will be noted that the Sangamon interglacial
stage falls within the time span of the Black Belt vertebrate fossils
(Rancholabrean).
Silt deposits in the northern and western portions of the Black
Belt are as elevated as the high clay deposits discussed in the previous
paragraph.

Therefore,

they

are presumed to be of Sangamon age or older.

If Black Belt silts are partly loess (Stephenson and Monroe,

1940:104

and Vestal, 1946:53), then these deposits probably originated during a
glacial stage since loess deposits are correlated generally with
glacial stages.

It will be shown in the next chapter about fossils

that the Illinoian glacial stage, which immediately precedes the
Sangamon interglacial stage, also falls within Rancholabrean time.
Whereas the suggested age of the higher silts is Illinoian, those at
lower elevations could have been reworked subsequently.

PLEISTOCENE VERTEBRATES OF THE BLACK BELT

Review of Pleistocene Vertebrates of Mississippi
A complete summary of all publications of vertebrate finds in
Mississippi prior to 1969 may be found in A List, Bibliography, and
Index of the Fossil Vertebrates of Louisiana and Mississippi by Daryl
P. Domning (1969:385-408).

His systematic index contains a full

listing of reported names of Pleistocene vertebrates and gives the
counties where most of the finds were made.

According to Domning's

chronological-geographic index (1969:415-421), Pleistocene vertebrates
have been mentioned in the literature as having been found in 13 of
the 82 Mississippi counties.

Excluding references to Homo sapiens,

there are 331 references to Pleistocene vertebrates from these 13
counties; 266 of these references pertain to vertebrates in Adams
County.

Thus, Domning indicates that 80% of all references to

Pleistocene vertebrate animals in Mississippi are reported from a rela
t i v e l y small area around Natchez in Adams County.
From eastern Mississippi counties only five Pleistocene verte
brate finds have been reported.

From Tippah County, 0. P. Hay (1923:

200) recorded a horse tooth identified as Equus leidyi and L. C.
Conant (1941:48) recorded a mastodon.
a peccary from Oktibbeha County.

J. M. Kaye (1971:219) reported

J. Leidy (1869:376) reported the

remains of a deer from a railroad cut near Aberdeen in Monroe County.
Domning (1969:420) recorded a Mammut find in Lee County.
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The latter
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two represent the only reported finds from the Black Belt prior to this
p a per.
No Pleistocene microvertebrates have been recorded from
Mississippi.

Thus, the more useful, climatically diagnostic verte

brates have not been found.

Fossils Found by the Author in the Black Belt
The author has found fossilized bones and teeth numbering in the
thousands that are widespread at the base of high clay and floodplain
deposits within the Black Belt.

An estimated 10% of these vertebrate

fossils are reworked from the Cretaceous bedrock.

These include

fossils of marine fish and reptiles and very rarely a terrestrial
reptile (Kaye and Russell,
been found.

1973:91-93).

No cretaceous mammals have

The marine deposits and approximately 70 million years of

burial in these deposits have modified Cretaceous bones so that even
fragments may be distinguished with reasonable confidence from the
much younger terrestrial bones of mammals and occasional birds.

Ho w 

ever, marine turtle shell fragments that have been remodified by burial
in oxidized post-Cretaceous deposits may occasionally be confused with
shell fragments of the large Pleistocene turtle Geochelone.
The major portion of Black Belt vertebrate fossils are postCretaceous and subsequently will be shown to be Pleistocene in age.
These vertebrates are generally fragmented but seldom rounded or
abraded.

The fragmentation often occurred in situ as indicated by

pieces of the same element remaining close together in a clay matrix.
The expansion and contraction of Black Belt montmorillonitic clays
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can break fossil bones.

Stream transport without the presence of hard

elastics may have caused further fragmentation but little rounding.
Stream-worn fossils are primarily found in Black Belt streams and flood
plains that contain hard elastics, mainly quartz sand.
Only fossils that are definitely of post-Cretaceous age are
included in the Black Belt fossil list in this study (Table 1).
list includes 3 classes, 11 orders, 35 genera,

This

16 species, and an

additional 14 species designated as cf. meaning compares favorably.
These Black Belt fossils are now in the author's collection, but the
better specimens eventually will be placed with an appropriate museum.

Classification and Discussion

Order Perissodactyla.

Perissodactyls, the odd-toed ungulates

which include horse-like animals, have left more fossils in the Black
Belt than any other order of animals and possibly more than all other
orders added together (Fig. 6).

The easily recognized, high-crowned

teeth and teeth fragments of Equus s p . are ubiquitous and may be found
in most places where there is a good exposure of the previously dis 
cussed basal conglomerate or in creek beds with chalk bottoms.

Morris

F. Skinner, American Museum of Natural History, examined 35 Equus
teeth from various locations and elevations throughout the Black Belt
and assigned 13 specimens to Equus c f . (Hemionus) conversidens, 9 to
Equus cf. fraternus, 6 to Equus cf. (Dolichohippus) simplicidens. 3 to
Equus cf. intermedius,
complicatus.
these species:

2 to Equus c f . francisi, and 2 to Equus cf.

Skinner made the following observations about some of

Table 1.

Post-Cretaceous Vertebrate Fossils

Found in the Black Belt of Mississippi

MAMMALIA
Perissodactyla
Equus cf. complicatus (horse)
Equus cf.

(Hemionus) conversidens

(ass-like)

Equus cf. francisl
Equus cf. fraternus (zebrine)
Equus cf. intermedius
Equus cf.

(Dolichohippus) simplicidens (zebrine)

Tapirus s p . (tapir)
Artiodactyla
Bison s p . (buffalo)
Bison cf. latifrons (giant extinct buffalo)
Cervus s p . (elk)
Mylohyus s p . (peccary)
Odocoileus virginianus (white-tailed deer)
Platygonus s p . (peccary)
c f . Tanupolama s p . (camel)
Proboscidea
Mammut americanus (mastodon)
Mammuthus s p . (mammoth)
Edentata
Chlamytherium septentrionalis (Leidy) (giant armadillo)
Dasypus bellus (armadillo)

Table 1 (continued)
Eremotherium s p . (giant ground sloth)
Mega 1onyx ieffersonii (ground sloth)
Carnivora
Arctodus cf. simus (short-faced bear)
Canis cf. latrans (coyote)
Canis cf. rufus (red wolf)
Felis c f . wiedii margay (small cat)
Lynx rufus (bobcat)
Procyon lotor (raccoon)
Urocyon s p . (gray fox)
Ursus americanus (black bear)
Rodentia
Castor canadensis (beaver)
Castoroides ohioensis

(giant beaver)

Hydrochoerus s p . (capybara)
Ondatra s p . (muskrat)
Lagomorpha
Sylvilagus cf. aquaticus (swamp rabbit)
Marsupialia
Didelphis s p . (opossum)
Primate
Homo sapiens (man)
REPTILIA
Che Ionia
Chelydra serpentina (common snapping turtle)

Table 1 (continued)
Chrysemys plcta (painted turtle)
Chrysemys nelson! (pond turtle)
Chrysemys scripta (earred slider turtle)
Geochelone cf. crassiscutata (extinct giant tortoise)
Macrocletnys temnincki (alligator snapping turtle)
Terrapene Carolina putnami (box turtle)
Trionyx s p . (soft shell turtle)
AVES
Ga H i formes
Meleagris cf. gallopavo (turkey)
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Figure 6. Perissodactyl fossils found in the Black Belt of
Mississippi:
1) lower cheek teeth of Equus s p . 2) upper cheek
teeth of Equus s p . 3) incisor tooth of Equus s p . 4) phalange of
Eguus £t£. 5) podial of Equus s p . 6) phalange of Equus s p .. 7)
cheek teeth of Tapirus sp.
8) incisor tooth of Tapirus sp.
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We think that Equus fraternus. which is primarily found in
Florida and along the Atlantic Coast is more zebrine than
ass or E. caballus-like.
In the case of Dolichohippus simplicidens. skulls of these
horses compare very closely with modern examples of D. grevyi
and I synonymized the genus Plesippus with Dolichohippus on
those grounds.
That and comparisons made on lower jaws and
postcranial elements.
I am certain that this long headed zebra
was all over the Plains.
Regarding Equus (Hemionus) conversidens. Skinner remarked that this
species is closely related to the living Mongolian kiang (ass), and
remains of these creatures are found all over the Plains States.

He

further stated:
The Frick Collection has an extensive collection from the
Panhandle of Texas.
The occurrence of E. (H.) conversidenslike specimens from your part of the country is interesting,
as all of your material has been.
Fossils of Tapirus s p . (tapir), mainly teeth, rank about fourth
in order of abundance of Black Belt genera.

This primitive-looking

perissodactyl lives today in the tropics of South and Central America.
According to Hall and Kelson (1959:993) tapirs are primarily nocturnal.
They frequent swamps or water courses, eat aquatic vegetation, browse
on forest foliage, and are more or less solitary.

Order Artiodactyla.

Artiodactyls, the even-toed ungulates,

rank second among mammal orders in their abundance of fossil remains
in the Black Belt (Fig. 7).

Deer rank first among artiodactyl fossils

and have left abundant diagnostic antler fragments, bones, and teeth.
Odocoileus virginianus, the extant white-tailed deer, has been iden
tified from antler fragments.

Other species of deer were probably

present as suggested by the size variations in the fossils found and
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Figure 7. Artiodactyl fossils found in the Black Belt of
Mississippi:
1) fragment of cheek tooth of Mylohyus sp. 2) phalange
of a (?)peccary 3) astragalus of a peccary 4) hoof of Odocoileus
s p . 5) fragments of antler of Odocoileus s p . 6 ) astragalus of
Odocoileus s p . 7) mandible of Bison s p . with milk teeth 8 ) cheek
teeth of Bison s p . 9) astragalus of (?)Cervus sj>. 10) (?)horn core of
Bison s p . 11) hoof of (?)Cervus sj). 12) astragalus of Bison c f .
latifrons
13) metapodial of Cervus s p .
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the identification by Beryl Taylor (American Museum of Natural History)
of a fossil mule deer from Bolivar County, Mississippi

(personal

communication).
Bison s p . (buffalo) rank second in abundance among artiodactyls, but they are not nearly so plentiful as deer fossils.

Diag-

nostically useful horncores are absent, but on the basis of bone sizes
two species appear to have been present--the large Pleistocene buffalo,
Bison cf. latifrons and the relatively small extant buffalo, Bison
b i son.
Peccaries, the pig-like artiodactyls, are scarce and have been
found at only a few sites.

Platygonus s p . has been identified by a

single astragalus (ankle bone) within the Black Belt.

However, a

second peccary (Kaye, 1971: 219-220) from Oktibbeha County has now
been identified as Platygonus s p .

The latter was in a solution struc

ture within Prairie Bluff chalk on the Mississippi State University
campus at Starkville.

Mylohyus s p . has been identified by bunodont

cheek teeth which resemble human molars.

S. David Webb (1972:8) made

the following observations:
Platygonus with its higher, bilophodont teeth probably ate
grass and other coarse vegetation.
Mylohyus. with its lowcrowned bunodont cheek teeth presumably ate fruits and more
succulent vegetation.
In keeping with these features,
Platygonus is associated with prairies and other open-country
habitats, whereas Mylohyus is typically a forest species.
Fossils of both genera collected by the author were found loose but
not stream-worn in the bed of Catalpa Creek near the geographic center
of the Black Belt.
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Bones of elk (Cervus sp.) are present but rare in the Black
Belt.

Marginal records of modern elk are reported from the states

bordering Mississippi on the north and west (Hall and Kelson, 1959:

1000 ).
Only one camelid fossil has been found in the Black Belt, the
distal end of a metapodia1, which according to Beryl Taylor (American
Museum of Natural History) is Tanupolama in size.

Romer (1966:283)

states that North American camelidae persisted into the Pleistocene
and lived in the Southwest until recent times.

When reintroduced

during the last century, camels were able to survive in a wild state
in the western deserts.

Order Proboscidea.
been found (Fig. 8 ).

Remains of two elephant-like forms have

Mammut americanus. the American mastodon, ranks

second only to Equus s p . in the abundance of fossils.

The massive

enamel of the teeth of these large browsers is resistant to chemical
and mechanical weathering, and tooth fragments are present throughout
the Black Belt (Fig. 9).
than a browser.

Mammuthus s p .. a mammoth, is a grazer rather

Fragments of tooth plates are present at most good

collecting sites in the Black Belt but are far less abundant than
mastodon teeth.

Fragments of fossilized ivory (dentine) from

proboscidian tusks are abundant in some creeks.

Order Edentata.

The mammalian order which ranks fourth in

abundance is Edentata whose members emigrated from South America (Fig.
10).

Mega 1onyx cf. jeffersonii (ground sloth) ranks first among Black
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Figure 8 . Proboscidian fossils found in the Black Belt of Mississippi:
1) lower vestigial tusk of Mammut americanus 2) proboscidian ivory
replaced by siderite 3) ivory almost unaltered 4) fragments of a
tooth of Mammuthus s p . 5) centrum of proboscidian neck vertebra 6 )
teeth fragments of Mammut americanus.
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Figure 9. This mandible of Mammut americanus is exceptional in
three respects.
First, it is almost complete and unfragmented in
contrast to most Pleistocene vertebrate fossils found in the Black
Belt.
Second, it has comparatively large sockets for the vestigial
lower tusks which are lost, but are simulated by rolls of paper.
The lower tusks of Mammut amerieanua may be quite small, as in
Figure 8-1 or absent altogether.
Third, the directions of the
sockets suggest that the lower tusks were crossed for this particu
lar individual as demonstrated by the simulation.
The fossil was
found beneath the G. M. and 0. railroad bridge in Oldtown Creek
north of Tupelo.
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Figure
10. Edentate fossils found in the Black Belt of Mississippi:
1) scutes of Chlamytherium s p . 2) distal end of radius of Dasypus
bellus
3) scutes of Dasypus be 1lus 4) proximal phalange of Mega 1onyx
c f . jeffersoni 5 navicular of Megalonyx c f . jeffersoni 6 ) anterior
tooth of Megalonyx cf. jeffersoni
7) cheek tooth of Megalonyx cf.
jeffersoni 8 ) claw of Megalonyx c f . jeffersoni
9) fragment of
distal end of left femur of Eremotherium s p .
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Belt edentates with the extinct armadillo, Dasypus b e 1lus. second and
the giant extinct armadillo, Chlamytherium septentrionalis. third.
The distal end of the left humerus of the giant ground sloth,
Eremotherium s p ., is the only fossil of this edentate found in the
Black Belt.

Roy Lewis, formerly of Columbus and now deceased, r e 

portedly collected this bone along Tibbee Creek.

This genus of sloth

was even larger than the mammoth (Webb, 1970:8) but the Tibbee Creek
find was a relatively small specimen.

Order Carnivora.

The saber tooth cat (Smilodon), which was

adapted to prey upon proboscidea, has not been found in the Black
Belt, but a tooth of an extinct bear and several fossils of extant
carnivores have been collected (Fig. 11).

The bear tooth was examined

by Richard White (American Museum of Natural History) who thinks the
specimen is Arctodus simus.

White stated:

M y opinion is based primarily upon the size of the tooth, which
is actually smaller than the range of either A. pristinus or
A. simus, but closest to the latter.
That it is not Ursus
americanus is clear; the Mg of U. americanus is not so reduced
in width posteriorly as are the arctodonts.
This same character
would seem also to preclude the tooth from the genus Tremarctos.
The known geographical range of Arctodus simus includes only one other
site east of the Mississippi River--Frankston Cave, Pennsylvania.

The

animal has been found at 15 more westerly fossil sites located in
Mexico, California, Texas, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Oregon, and
Alaska.
David Webb (Florida State Museum) assigned one of the unfrag
mented Black Belt cat fossils to Felis cf. wiedii margay.

This
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Figure 11.
Carnivore fossils found in the Black Belt of Mississippi:
1 ) fragment of mandible of Procyon s p . 2 ) horizontal ramus of
Urocyon s p . 3) horizontal ramus of Lynx rufus 4) Carnivore podial
5) root of (?)canine tooth of a cat 6 ) pelvis of Canis cf. rufus
7) femur of Felis c f . wiedii 8 ) podial of Ursus americanos
9) upper
cheek tooth of Ursus americanus
10) canine tooth of Ursus c f ,
americanus
11) mandible of Ursus americanus. Molar of Arctodus simus,
now at Philadelphia Museum of Natural History, is not shown.
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animal is living today in Central America.

The remaining carnivores

include or compare favorably with the coyote, red wolf, gray fox,
bobcat, racoon, and black bear.

Orders Rodentia. Lagomorpha. Marsupjalia. and Pri m a t e .
of beaver, capybara, and muskrat
opossum have been collected.

Fossils

(Fig. 12) as well as swamp rabbit and

The teeth of Castoroides ohioensis, the

giant Pleistocene beaver, have been found at several Black Belt sites.
Fossils of this animal have been discovered from Canada to Florida by
other workers.

The Capybara, Hydrochoerus s p . , is a semi-aquatic

rodent that lives today in Central and South America.

Its distinctive

teeth have also been found at several widely separated locations in
the Black Belt.

The swamp rabbit, muskrat, and opossum still inhabit

the Black Belt.

A partially permineralized skull fragment of Homo

sapiens was found on a point bar .

Classes Reptilia and A v e s .

Fossilized Turtle shell fragments

(order Che Ionia)(Fig. 12) are the most common Black Belt vertebrates
found along a few creeks but are generally absent at higher collecting
sites.

Most of the turtle species found as fossils are living today

in Black Belt ponds and streams (Jackson and Kaye 1974:in press), but
two exceptions occur.

Crawford Jackson, editor of Herpetologica,

stated (personal communication) that the large alligator snapping
turtle, Macroclemys temnincki, today inhabits major streams such as
the Mississippi River.

It may be found occasionally in streams the

size of the Tombigbee River, but it would be unlikely to find this
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Figure 12. Miscellaneous vertebrate fossils found in the Black Belt
of Mississippi:
1) mandible of Ondatra s p . 2) femur of Ondatra s p .
3) fragment of mandible and teeth of Castor canadensis 4) fragments
of incisor tooth of Castoroides ohioensis 5) fragments of cheek
teeth of Hydrochoerus s p . 6 ) misc. fragments of bird bone
7) misc.
fragments of turtle shells 8 ) shell fragment of Geochelone s p .
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turtle in streams as small as the present Black Belt streams.

The

fossil shell fragment of this alligator snapping turtle was found in
Catalpa Creek, which has only a trickle of water during dry weather
and the collection site is five miles west of the Tombigbee River floodplain.

A second exception is the very large Pleistocene turtle,

Geochelone s p .. fragments of which have been found at several Black
Belt sites including Catalpa Creek.
Fossilized bird bones are rare in the Black Belt.

Fossils of

the turkey, Meleagris cf. gallopavo. an unidentified wading bird, and
the complete right tibiotarsus of an unknown bird as large as a
turkey have been found.

Pierce Brodkorb (Flori j ■: State Museum (written

communication, September 14, 1972) is almost certain that the tibio
tarsus belongs to a bird that is undescribed.

Geographical Distribution
Fossils were found to be unevenly distributed in the Black
Belt (see Fig. 13).

Concentrations of fossils are present in the east-

central and east-southern portions.

They occur on the relatively

elevated outcrop zone of the Areola limestone "cuesta," within gaps
in this ridge, and east of this ridge to the eastern margin of the
Black Belt.

Occurrence
Three fossil assemblages are recognized in the Black Belt
(Fig. 14).

Fossil assemblage is considered here as similar to fossil

association and refers to post-Cretaceous fossils and their relative
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Figure 13 .

Distribution of Pleistocene vertebrate fossils in the
Black Belt of Northeast Mississippi.
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Figure 14.

Diagrammatic cross-section of a Black Belt area showing
position of fossil assemblages.
All fossils were found
within a few inches of chalk bedrock.

Flb Assemblage

Terrace Deposits
No fossils

Assemblage ^

Source of Creek
Outside the Black Belt

F3 Assemblage

Chalk Exposure

FjgAssemblage
(Valley wall and artificial
exposures)
&

Flb Assemblage
(Exposed in small creeks
with chalk beds - not shown)

Source of Creek
Inside the Black Belt

F1b Assemblage
F3 Assemblage

Chalk Exposure
F1g Assemblage

ro c/3
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abundance as found in or derived from post-Cretaceous basal conglomer
ates.

Artifacts will be treated as fossils because they are evidence

of past life and thus meet this definition of fossils (see Table 2 for
list of fossils in each assemblage).

These assemblages are F^, found

beneath high clay deposits; F 2 , found beneath dark floodplain alluvium
of streams with source areas outside the Black Belt; and F^, generally
found loose on point b a r s .
The fossils of assemblage F^ occur beneath 0 to 15 ft of heavy,
oxidized, silty clays within a few inches of the clay-chalk contact.
They are usually associated with the components of the basal conglomer
ate previously described.

The fossils, as well as other conglomeratic

material, may have subsided into solution structures within the chalk
and frequently are seen protruding from exposed solution structures.
All of the fossils of assemblage F-^ are thoroughly permineralized
and are either brown or cream-colored.

Some F^ fossils are partially

covered by a carbonate encrustation similar to the large caliche nodules
which are common in the overlying reddish-brown clays.

No F^ fossils

are present in the some times friable, iron-cemented, quartz sandstone
cobbles that may be present in the fossiliferous solution structures.
These cobbles and/or metaquartzite cobbles may be located in the
solution structures either above or below the fossils.

No Indian arti

facts have been observed associated with F^ fossils except in places
where both are found loose on bare chalk exposures.
Assemblage F-^ will be subdivided into two parts.

F^a includes

fossils found at natural exposures of the chalk-clay contact near the

Table 2.

Fossil Assemblages in the Black Belt of Mississippi

Assemblage F^a
Equus cf. complicatus (horse)
Equus cf. (Hemionus) conversidens (ass-like)
Equus cf. fraternus
Equus cf.

(Dolichohippus) simplicidens (zebrine)

Mammut americanus (mastodon)
Mammuthus s p . (mammoth)
Megalonyx jeffersonii (ground sloth)
Odocoileus virginianus

(white-tailed deer)

Tapirus s p . (tapir)
Ursus americanus (black bear)

Assemblage F^,
Arctodus cf. simus (short-faced bear)
Bison cf. latifrons (giant extinct buffalo)
Bison s p . (buffalo)
Dasypus bellus (armadillo)
Equus cf. complicatus (horse)
Equus cf.

(Hemionus) conversidens (ass-like)

Equus cf. francisi
Equus cf. fraternus (zebrine)
Equus cf. intermedjus
Equus cf. (Dolichohippus) simplicides (zebrine)
Geochelone s p . (extinct giant tortoise)

Table 2 (continued)
Assemblage

(cont.)

Lynx rufus (bobcat)
Mammut americanus (mastodon)
Mammuthus s p . (mammoth)
Megalonyx jeffersonil (ground sloth)
Meleagris cf. gallopavo (turkey)
Odocoileus virginianus (white-tailed deer)
Tapirus s p . (tapir)
Urocyon

sjj.

(gray fox)

Ursus americanus (black bear)
Turtles*

Assemblage F£
Bison s p . (buffalo)
Canis cf. latrans (coyote)
Canis cf. rufus (red wolf)
Castor canadensis (beaver)
Castoroides ohioensis (giant beaver)
Chlamytherium septentrionalis (Leidy)(giant amadillo)
Dasypus bellus

(armadillo)

Equus cf. francisi
Equus cf. intermedius
Hydrochoerus s p . (capybara)
Mammut americanus (mastodon)
Megalonyx jeffersonii (ground sloth)

Table 2 (continued)
Assemblage F 2

(cont.)

Mylohyus s p . (peccary)
Odocoileus virginianus (white-tailed deer)
Ondatra s p . (muskrat)
Platygonus s p . (peccary)
Procyon lotor (raccoon)
c f . Tanupolama s p . (camel)
Tapirus s p . (tapir)
Ursus americanus (black bear)
Turtles*

Assemblage Fg
Bison s p . (buffalo)
Cervus s p . (elk)
Chlamytherium septentrionalis (Leidy)(giant armadillo)
Didelphis s p . (opossum)
Equus cf.

(Hemionus) conversidens (ass-like)

Equus cf. fraternus
Equus cf. intermedius
Equus cf.

(Dolichohippus) simplicidens (zebrine)

Eremotherium s p . (giant ground sloth)
Felis c f . wiedii margay (small cat)
Geochelone cf. crassiscutata (extinct giant tortoise)
Homo sapiens (man)
Mammut americanus (mastodon)

Table 2 (continued)
Assemblage Fg cont.
Mammuthu 8 s p . (mammoth)
Megalonyx jeffersonii (ground sloth)
Meleagris cf. gallopavo (turkey)
Odocoileus virgianus (white-tailed deer)
Procyon lotor (raccoon)
Sylvilagus cf. aquaticus

(swamp rabbit)

Tapirus s p . (tapir)
Ursus americanus (black bear)
Turtles*
Indian artifacts

* Assemblage data incomplete
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crest of divides and over widespread elevated areas where this contact
has been exposed artificially along road cuts, at cattle ponds, and by
artificial drainage ditches.

Solution structures in the F^a area are

well developed, being five or more feet deep and may contain F^a fossils
at any depth.

The fossils may weather from the structures and rest on

freshly exposed chalk.

F^

includes fossils found in the same material

as F^a fossils except at a somewhat lower elevation where sufficient
runoff has accumulated so that some small streams have dissected their
channels down to the underlying chalk (Fig. 14).
The F 2 fossil assemblage contains only those fossils derived
from the dark, firm, mottled, sandy clay located in the swampy floodplains of streams with source areas outside the Black Belt.

These

clays, previously discussed under Black Belt alluvium, are restricted
in their distribution and their exposed outcrops are scarce.

Where

found above water level, the clays contain fossilized dark-colored
bones.

Only a few identifiable fossils have been found in the rare

outcrops, but these clays are the apparent source of numerous identi
fiable Pleistocene fossils found loose that resemble the
bones in color.

in situ

Therefore, the F 2 assemblage will include those dark-

colored Pleistocene fossils found loose and downstream from the
fossiliferous, dark clays.
The F^ assemblage contains all remaining fossils found within
both types of Black Belt floodplains (Fig. 14).

It includes reworked

brown and cream-colored F^ fossils, partially pemineralized bones
including human bones, bear, and elk, and Indian artifacts.

The F 3
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assemblage may be found loose or may be at the base of floodplain
deposits that still retain bedding and primary structures and are less
firm than Pleistocene deposits.

No solution structures have been ob

served in the chalk directly beneath these deposits.

Significance

Age.

The stratigraphic study of Quaternary North American

mammals has evolved on two different bases (Flint, 1971:765).

The

older basis, still widely used, is the correlation of local faunas
with glacial/interglacial stratigraphic units on whatever evidence may
be available, and this correlation refi

s broad movements of taxa

under the influence of changing climate.

The other basis consists of

a sequence of four provincial ages: Blancan, Irvingtonian, Rancholabrean,
and Recent.

At present, according to Flint, the two bases are recon

cilable with each other only in the region of southwestern Kansas.

The

provincial ages better reflect the evolutionary characteristics of
North American mammals, including exchange taxa with Eurasia.

Flint

(1971:766-68) reproduced a table compiled by C. W. Hibbard which
reflects the two bases of study.

This table presents the stratigraphic

ranges of Late Pliocene and Quaternary mammal genera in North America
arranged in order of their appearance in the strata.

From the range

information presented there, a table was compiled for the present study
to show only the ranges of mammal genera which have been found in the
Black Belt (Table 3).
table.

The order

is the same as that of Hibbard's

Observe that of the 30 genera listed in Table 3, one-half
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Table 3.

Ranges of Quaternary Mammal Genera Found in the Black Belt of
Mississippi - (arranged in order of their appearance in North
American Strata)

(Information from.C. W. Hibbard, et al., p. 513 in H. E. Wright and
Frey, 1965a; Revised by J. E. Guilday and C. W. Hibbard in 1970 in R.
F. Flint, 1971.)

|

*tr
*

9

?,

1
?

?
?
?

Living

Wisconsin

Sangamon

Illinoian

Yarmouth

Kansan

Aftonian

Irving- Ranc:holabrean de
cent
tonian

Nebraskan

1Pliocene

Blancan

M a m m u t , American mastodon
Canis, coyote and wolf
Fells. cat
Ly n x , lynx
Castor, beaver
Odocoileus. deer
M e g a 1onyx, ground sloth
Tanupolama. extinct llama
Urocvon. gray fox
P rocyon. raccoon
Platygonus. extinct peccary
Cervus. wapiti
Equus (Asinus?)*,ass-like horse
U r s u s . bear
Castoroides. giant beaver
Arctodus. giant short-faced bear
Ondatra. muskrat
Svlvilagus. cotton-tail rabbit
Chlamytherium. giant armadillo
Hydrochoerus*. capybara
Mammuthus, mammoth
Mylohyus. woodland peccary
Equus (Equus)*. modern horse
Equus (Hemionus)*,hemionus-Hke horse
Tapirus*. tapir
Bison, bison
Dasypus. armadillo
Didelphis. opossum
Eremotherium. giant ground sloth
H o m o , man

*Still living but extinct in the Nearctic region of North America.
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became extinct in the Nearctic region at the close of the Rancholabrean.
Five of the genera have not been found anywhere in strata older than
Rancholabrean.
Morris Skinner, American Museume of Natural History, commented
after examining about 100 Equus teeth and a few Equus limb elements:
"All looked fossilized and all were certainly Pleistocene and some may
have been medial Pleistocene.

Nothing was older than medial Pleis

tocene
Having examined several groups of fossils, Thomas Patton of
the Florida State Museum concluded:

"Jean Klein and I have gone over

these fossils and their chronological implications time and again and
in the long run can conclude only that they are definitely
Rancholabrean."
Bone apatite C-14 age tests have been made by Geochron Labora
tories, now Krueger Enterprises, on 13 bones and teeth (see Table 4).
Six of the F-j^ assemblage fossils gave only minimum age limits with
unlimited maximum ages.

One gave no information and the last listed

gave an anomalously youthful age for the F^ assemblage.

At the time

the tests were performed, good collecting sites for the F2 assemblage
had not been found and this assemblage had not been recognized.

One

test was performed on a fossil that is now recognized as belonging to
the F 2 assemblage, but the test produced no information.

Since the F 3

assemblage consists of loose fossils and those possibly reworked in
younger floodplain alluvium, the variable ages obtained are not u n 
expected.

The 8400+ 750 years B. P. age listed is that for
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Table 4.

C-14 Dates of Black Belt Vertebrate Fossils*

(Based on bone apatite tests performed by Geochron
Laboratories)
Geochron Sample Number

C-14 Bone Apatite Date

Fossil Assemblage
GX-2041

> 33,000 years

B.P.

GX-2043

> 32,000 years

B.P.

GX-2038

> 30,000 years

B.P.

GX-1794

> 28,000 years

B.P.

GX-2040

> 25,000 years

B.P.

GX-2037

> 22,000 years

B.P.

GX-1791

not suffi. datable carbon

GX-2039

16,180+ 180 years B.P.
F 2 Fossil Assemblage**

GX-1793

not suffi. datable carbon
F^ Fossil Assemblage

GX-2036

17,960+ 850 years

B.P.

GX-1792

13,400+ 1200 years B.P.

GX-1796

8,400+ 750 years

B.P.

GX-2042

3,260+ 180 years

B.P.

* Location of fossil sites and element tested are given
in Appendix, pp.
**At time of dating, Catalpa Creek site, where most F 2 fossils
were found, had not been discovered.
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Eremotherium, the huge ground sloth previously discussed.

This animal

generally is assigned (Table 3) to the Late Pleistocene (Wisconsin).
Many stratigraphers believe that the base of the Holocene unit
should be fixed by physical features dating from 10,000 years B. P.
or somewhat earlier (Flint, 1971:382).
would make it early Holocene.

The Eremotherium date obtained

However, bone apatite C-14 dating is

more complicated and generally is not considered as accurate as C-14
dating of other material.
from a deer antler of the

The 3200+ 180 years B. P. date was obtained
assemblage.

In general, the C-14 dates

are in agreement with relative elevations and assemblage groupings.

Climate and Environment.

The unrounded condition of the

majority of Black Belt Pleistocene vertebrate fossils indicates that
these animals lived and died in the Black Belt.

It has been reason

ably established that they are of Rancholabrean provincial age.

How

ever, since the Rancholabrean included the Illinoian glacial, the
Sangamon interglacial, and the Wisconsin glacial stages, climatic con
ditions probably varied in the Black Belt during this time span.

The

Black Belt fossil fauna does not include the small rodents and
insectivores which have been used by Hibbard, et. al.
Frey, 1965:514-15) for drawing climatic conclusions.

(in Wright and
The only Black

Belt fossil found in Hibbard's table of faunal shifts which has
climatic significance is Geochelone, a warm climate indicator.

This

genus was not found in situ in the Black Belt but was collected from
creek beds of both F ^

and F^ areas.
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The Black Belt fauna appears more similar to the Rancholabrean
vertebrate fauna of Florida than to Rancholabrean faunas found elsewhere
in North America.

Today Florida has, and during the Pleistocene prob

ably had, a relatively mild maritime climate rather than a harsh,
variable, continental climate.

The similarity between the Black Belt

and Florida faunas suggests that,during the time the animals were alive
Mississippi may have had a climate similar to that of Florida.
Today the Black Belt contains numerous fertile pastures as well
as hay fields which can produce three good crops each year.

During

Rancholabrean time, grass must have been plentiful also as suggested by
the abundance of fossilized

grazers, especially horse-like animals

which must have covered the Black Belt then as herds of zebra cover
African game preserves today.

Other grazers, such as the mammoth,

buffalo, and camel, also suggest that much of the Black Belt was
covered by grass.

On the other hand, abundant browsers, such as the

mastodon, sloth, peccary, and deer, confirm that trees and shrubs were
also plentiful.

The numerous thorny trees and shrubs, which today seem

more abundant in the Black Belt than in surrounding districts, may
reflect a selective adaptation to the Pleistocene browsers.

Soil

characteristics, such as red hues and caliche nodules, and fossils,
particularly those found at higher elevations, suggest a savanna type
environment for wide areas of the Black Belt during much of
Rancholabrean time.

This observation does not imply that all of the

vertebrates found fossilized in the Black Belt lived during the
Sangamon interglacial stage.
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Smaller portions of the Black Belt have fossils of animals
more accustomed to an aquatic or semi-aquatic environment.

These

include fossils of tapir, capybara* beaver, muskrat, and most turtles.
The question arises as to whether savannas and swamps occurred
simultaneously.

Today swamps are present but only in the floodplains

of those larger streams that transport sand derived from outside the
Black Belt.

Assemblages.

Since assemblage F 3 may contain fossils from F-^,

possibly some unrecognized F 2 , and fossils younger than these assem
blages, no significant conclusions regarding age or environment can be
drawn from the F^ assemblage.

However, F^ and F 2 do have significant

differences and scsae conclusions may be drawn.

For instance, over half

of F^ fossils have not been found in F 2 and, conversely, over half of
F 2 fossils have not been found in F^.

The F^ assemblage, which is

located at high Black Belt elevations and beneath brown, oxidized clays
with caliche nodules, consists of those animals compatible with a
savanna type environment (Table 2).
found in both F^a and F ^ .

Tapirus s p . is an exception and is

The F 2 assemblage, located at low eleva

tions and in dark, sandy clays, contains animals which essentially are
compatible with a swampy environment.

The possible exceptions would be

two genera of horses and a bison, although even these animals may have
sought out low areas for water during times of drought.
The fossils of F^ and F 2 suggest that they differ temporally
as well as environmentally.

Only 36.8% of the animals listed in the
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Fi assemblage are extant, whereas 53.3% of the F 2 assemblage are
extant.

Certain genera in F-^ also suggest that this assemblage is

older than F 2 .

For instance, the large-horned varieties of bison

appeared in North America prior to the smaller-horned varieties
(Robertson, 1969:1).

Bison cf. latifrons. a large-horned species, is

listed in the F^ assemblage but not in F 2 .
The postulation is made here that the F^ assemblage is of
Sangamon age and the F 2 assemblage is of Wisconsin age.

This postu

lation is supported by geomorphic evidence such as the greater eleva
tions and more oxidized clays of the F-^ assemblage sites as well as
the fossil evidence presented.

PLEISTOCENE "GRAVELS" OF THE BLACK BELT

Scattered throughout the Black Belt are exotic cobbles and
pebbles which, if in greater abundance, would meet the definition
gravel.

They will be referred to here as Black Belt "gravel."

of

Some

of the component cobbles--those of ferruginous quartz sandstone,
ferruginous siltstone, and ironstone concretions--will not be con
sidered because their possible source areas are too numerous for a
significant genetic interpretation.

Occasional orthoquartzite cobbles

are present but are too rare for lengthy consideration.
pebbles of metaquartzite and
Metaquartzite in the
other writers.

Cobbles and

chert will be discussed.
Black Belt has not been mentioned by

However, metamorphic pebbles and cobbles have been

recognized by Shaw (1918:143-44) and Potter (1955:29) in areas north
of the Black Belt.

Other workers, who were particularly concerned

with gravel terrace deposits in the southwest bend area of the
Tennessee River, used the more general and less genetically diagnostic
terms quartz and quartzite rather than metaquartzite.
uncertain as to its source.

They were

These workers also described chert

gravels (Wade, 1917:62; Jewell, 1931:49; and Marcher and Stearns,
1962:1369, 1378).

Only part of the chert and metaquartzite gravel was

considered Pleistocene in age while the remainder was considered
Cretaceous (Tuscaloosa formation).
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Metaquartzite

Lithology
Black Belt quartzite stones discussed here are definitely
metaquartzite rather than orthoquartzite.

Robert Folk, petrologist

at the University of Texas, examined several thin sections and com
mented (Written communication, December 15, 1970):

"Your thin

sections are metaquartzite and definitely far beyond the stage of
ordinary sandstone."
Their metamorphic rank varies from high to low grade metamorphism.

Some thin sections of the metaquartzite show evidence of

metamorphism such as serrated boundaries between interlocking grains.
In most thin sections there is evidence of stretching of the former
sand grains which now have elongated,

lenticular shapes.

The

elongated grains may be seen in many pebbles and cobbles with the
naked eye or a hand lens.

The internal foliation is reflected in

the ellipsoidal and discoidal external shape of cobbles as well as by
nicks and joints parallel to the foliation.
generally rough but may be smooth.

The surface texture is

The size ranges from that of

pebbles to boulders weighing as much as 22 pounds.
the most conspicuous, and boulders are very rare.

Cobble sizes are
The most abundant

cobbles are light buff to brown; but other colors, including white,
yellow, and mottled pink, are found.

Occurrence
Metaquartzite cobbles may be seen at numerous exposures through
out the length of the Black Belt

(Fig.

15).

They are not present
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Figure 15.

Diagrammatic map showing distribution of metaquartzite
and chert gravels in Northeast Mississippi.
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on the Pontotoc Hills on the west or on the central and southern
portions of the Tombigbee and Tennessee River Hills on the east.
In the Black Belt of Alcorn and Prentiss counties compositionally sorted metaquartzite cobbles are scattered within the lower
few feet of thick, surficial deposits of brown silt (Fig. 16).
South of these northern counties metaquartzite is found only within
a few inches of underlying chalk.

Here the overlying material is

mainly clay rather than silt, and here metaquartzite stones are con
sistently found (with only a few exceptions) in association with
Pleistocene vertebrate fossils.

This association has made the search

for fossil-collecting sites easier because the metaquartzite stones
are usually more conspicuous and suggest that fossils are nearby.
Metaquartzite and fossils have been collected from the same solution
structures and are frequently sorted together on modern point bars.
Although there has been sorting by modern streams resulting
in local concentrations of metaquartzite, these stones are more w i d e 
spread and more abundant within or beneath the highest Pleistocene
deposits of the Black Belt.

The stones may be found scattered on

elevated exposures of chalk where they have weathered from nearby
clays.

On some widespread, elevated, stone-bearing, chalky surfaces

the clays have been largely removed or were never deposited.

With

reference to the diagram of fossil assemblages (Fig. 14), the
metaquartzite stones appear to be more abundant and widespread with
F^a assemblage,

less widespread with F ^

assemblage, only locally con

centrated in F 3 assemblage, and scarce in F 2 assemblage.

They are
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Figure 16. The cobbles and pebbles of metaquartzite are scattered
within thick, silty deposits of this elevated road cut in Alcorn
County (NE 1/4 of Sec. 24, T. 3 S., R. 6 E.).
In the central and
southern portions of the Black Belt the cobbles are apparently part
of a basal conglomerate.
Sample T in Table 5 was taken from a
similar exposure at an excavated pond site nearby.
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also scarce in terraces mapped by Stephenson and Monroe in which no
fossils have been found.

Chert

Lithology
Scattered pebbles, a few cobbles, but no boulders of chert
have been found beneath Pleistocene clays in the Black Belt.

These

are mainly subangular, hard, smooth-surfaced, and tan-colored except
for a few pebbles which have developed a thin, calcareous patina.
Some have surfaces modified by the molds of paleozoic invertebrates,
mainly crinoids.

Occurrence
County roads in the Black Belt are surfaced with chert gravel,
but this chert was transported from pits located east of the Black
Belt.

The muddy wheels of farm equipment have scattered this artifac-

tual chert so that it is now generally more abundant than Pleistocene
chert "gravels."

This makes attempts to describe the distribution of

the latter difficult.

Pleistocene chert is mainly limited to southern

areas east of the Areola outcrop belt.

None has been seen in situ in

the Black Belt silts within Alcorn, Prentiss, and Lee counties.

About

11 miles east of the central Black Belt a thick deposit of chert
gravel was observed at a road cut approximately one-fourth mile north
of U. S. Highway 82 and one mile west of the Mississippi-Alabama line.
This deposit was at the 300-ft elevation in a terrace of the Tombigbee
River system or some older system.

Tt contained no metaquartzite or
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vein quartz.

This deposit is approximately 40 ft higher than elevated

Black Belt surfaces at this latitude.

Directions of Transport

Within the Black Belt
Metaquartzite in high Pleistocene deposits could not have been
distributed the length of the Black Belt by the small streams flowing
in directions prevailing today.

There is no source of metaquartzite

beyond the Black Belt within reach of these streams.

Only a rela

tively large ancestral Black Belt stream system (Fig. 17) extending
southward from source areas in Tennessee could have distributed me t a 
quartzite the entire length of the Mississippi Black Belt.

Since

metaquartzite is not found on the more elevated ridges of the Ripley
outcrop on the west or the Tombigbee sand outcrop on the east, the
direction of transport must have been from the north.

Since the Black

Belt metaquartzite cobbles follpw a north-south trending belt, it is
appropriate to investigate possible gravel sources to the north.

In the Southwest Bend Area of the Tennessee River
The writer found metaquartzite in the southwest bend area of
the Tennessee River (hereafter called the bend area) which is similar
to the metaquartzite in the Black Belt.

It is more abundant in the

bend area than in the Black Belt and occurs over wide areas in compositionally sorted deposits ranging from a few inches to several feet in
thickness.

In Tennessee metuquarlzite is found on both sides of the
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Figure 17.

Diagrammatic map showing proposed ancestral drainage
areas of Northeast Mississippi based upon distribution
of topographically elevated deposits of metaquartzite
and chert gravel.
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present Tennessee Valley divide (E, F, G, and H, Table 5).

In Missis

sippi and Alabama metaquaVLzite is present at some sites east of the
Tennessee Valley divide, but west of the divide it is practically
limited to the Black Belt area

(Fig. 15).

Compositionally sorted chert gravel is also found in the bend
area (I, J, K, and L, Table 5).

The pure chert is considerably

thicker, topographically less elevated, and where found in juxtaposi
tion with metaquartzite gravel, the pure metaquartzite rests superpositional ly above the chert.

In other areas, mixed gravels containing

both metaquartzite and chert are topographically higher than the pure
deposits

(M, N, 0, P, and Q, Table 5).

In Tennessee, pure chert

gravel is essentially limited to areas within the drainage basin of
the Tennessee River, but in Mississippi the gravel deposits have
apparently spilled over into areas which are mainly east of the Black
Belt, east of the hills within the outcrop area of the Coffee sand and
Tombigbee sand, and located in terraces east of the present position
of the Tombigbee River (Stephenson and Monroe,

1940:259).

Thus, the two types of compositionally sorted gravels occupy
much of the same area within the Tennessee Valley watershed but are at
slightly different elevations (Table 5).

Similar gravels of both

types west of the watershed are not found together in the same areas
(Fig. 15).
For instance, near Hebron, Tennessee about 48 km (30 miles)
west of an exceptionally low segment of the Tennessee Valley divide is
an area of concentrated metaquartzite deposits with practically no
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Table 5.

*
at
r-H
aB
co
CO

Composition of Gravels*

*
*
*
e
o
•H
4J
co B
> s-/
<y
w

<D
J-l
N
■M
U

/-\
S-2

cr s-e
CO
4-1
<u

4-1
J"4
0)
J2
O

(1)
4-1
•H
N
4-1
H
CO
3
CT1^
O
x:
4-)
l-l
O

'—/

4-4
4-1
3
E-t

SW bend area of Tennessee River
Concentrated
metaquartzite

A
B
C
D
E

H

177
180
186
177
183
184
184
177

I
J
K
L

171
152
180
178

N
0

180
219
183

P
Q

G
Concentrated
chert

Mixed
metaquartzite
and chert

99
94
95
98
93
94
93
98

1
6

5
2
6

2

4
7

2
2

11

99
99
96
89

213

27
69
18
43
32

73
28
82
57
65

114®
268+
146++

10

90

83
97

201

1
1

4

3

3

Other Areas
Concentrated
metaquartzite

R,,
s

•jH—h

* Minor amounts of limonite fragments,
and claystone are not included.

11

3

limonitic sandstone,

** Location of samples: A, NW 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 21, T. 4 S.,
R. 11 E., Tishomingo Co., Miss.
B, SW 1/4 SW 1/4 sec.15, T. 4 S.,
R. 11 E., Tishomingo Co., Miss.
C, SW 1/4 SW 1/4 sec.27, T. 3 S.,
R. 15 W., Colbert Co., Ala.
D, SE 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 1, T. 2 S., R. 10
E., Tishomingo Co., Miss.
E, Ridge 311 km southeast of Pickwick
Village and 1.2 km west of Pickwick Lake, Hardin Co., Tenn.
F, 0.6
km west of Michie, Tenn., post office near road to Nee d m o r e . G,
Same as F. H, Hebron, Tenn., quadrangle, sand-gravel pit at ca. lat
35°10' N., long 8 8 ° 5 8 '45" W.
I, SW 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 15, T. 4 S.,
R. 11 E., Tishomingo Co., Miss.
J, NE 1/4 SE 1/4 sec. 19, T. 3 S.,
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Table 5 (continued)
(Notes continued)
R. 14 W., Colbert Co., Ala.
K, Gravel pit 0.45 km southeast of post
office in Michie, Tenn.
L, Gravel pit 0.75 km northeast of post
office in Michie, Tenn. M, Gravel pit 2.5 km south of Pickwick
Village, Hardin Co., Tenn.
N, NW 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 7, T. 3 S., R. 10
E., Tishomingo Co., Miss.
P, Crest of Turkey Knob, 1.8 km southeast
of Pickwick Village, Hardin Co., Tenn.
Q, Near Highway 69, 1.1 km
due east of western edge of Lowryville, Tenn., quadrangle.
R, East
bank of Tennessee River, just south of U.S. Highway 64 bridge.
S,
0.5 km southwest of U.S. Highway 411 bridge over Little Tennessee
River, Monroe Co., Tenn.
T, SW 1/4 SW 1/4 sec. 8 , T. 3 S., R. 7 E.,
A l c o m Co., Miss.
***Elevations obtained from U.S. Geological Survey quadrangle
maps, scale 1:24,000.
#Cobble counts in these samples made by Karl Riggs.
^Present bed load of Tennessee River.
+ LittLe Tennessee River terrace in east Tennessee.
+ + Black Belt cobbles, Alcorn County, Mississippi.
N o t e : Concentrated metaquartzite samples (A through H) are
intermediate in elevation between lower concentrated chert (I through
L) and higher mixed samples (M through Q ) . Samples H and T are west
of present Tennessee River watershed.

chert (H, Table 5).

Sample H from this westerly area is almost iden

tical in composition to gravels in sample G, which came from near
Michie just 3.5 km (2 miles) east of this low segment of the divide.
Wade

(1917:70) designated this Michie location as a Pleistocene

terrace.

Riggs made heavy mineral analyses from the finer components

of samples H and G and found the heavy minerals to be almost identical
(Table 6 ).

This similarity, as well as the similar high percentages

of metaquartzite cobbles in each, strongly implies a common source.
The slightly higher elevation of the easterly sample G suggests a
stream flowing from east to west.

Thus, a spillover of the Tennessee

River at this segment of the divide is indicated.
The Black Belt, which extends southward into Mississippi, is
between these two samples, and the presence of metaquartzite in this
belt suggests that the spillover was, at least in part, diverted
southward.

This northern part of the Black Belt is today drained by

the north-flowing Tuscumbia River which is part of the Mississippi
River system.

Many tributaries of the Tuscumbia in the Black Belt

flow southward, then curve northward and join the Tuscumbia.

Such

barbed tributaries are generally considered good indicators of stream
capture, suggesting that a southward-flowing ancestral stream has been
subsequently captured by the Tuscumbia (Figs. 3 and 17).
The distribution of thick chert gravel in terraces along the
Tombigbee River and its eastern tributaries suggests another spillover
of the Tennessee River; this postulated spillover was southeast of the
metaquartzite spillover and followed more closely the southward-sloping

Table 6 .

Comparison of Heavy Mineral Samples Taken from Opposite
Sides of Tennessee Valley Divide (0.5 - 0.088mm)*
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*Sample G was taken 3.5 km east of the Tennessee Valley Divide; sample H was taken 48 km west of this
divide.
See Table 5 for specific sample locations.
Elevation above sea level of Sample G was
185 m;
sample H,
177 m.
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gradient of the Coastal Plain.

Since pure metaquartzite has been found

superpositionally lying on pure chert in Tishomingo County, Mississippi
northeast of the Tennessee Valley divide (B and I, Table), the pure
chert must be older and the spillover of pure chert probably preceded
the spillover of the metaquartzite.
The scattered chert pebbles found near the eastern margin of
the central and southern Black Belt cannot be temporally connected to
the postulated chert spillover into the Tombigbee system.

These

pebbles may have reached the Black Belt during subsequent floods of
the Tombigbee R i v e r .

Primary Sources and Explanations for Compositional Sorting

Primary Sources
Within the southwest bend area of the Tennessee River
Pleistocene gravels

(terrace gravels) could have been in part re

worked from the Cretaceous Tuscaloosa formation.

This reworking is

suggested by the similar descriptions and resulting confusion in the
literature because of the apparent proximity of these two deposits.
The relative amount of each within the bend area is a subject beyond
the scope of this paper, but field observations suggest that there are
more Pleistocene deposits and fewer Tuscaloosa deposits than a review
of the literature indicates.
The primary source of the chert components of Pleistocene
deposits is less controversial.

The chert came from chert beds of mid-

Paleozoic age as verified by the contained Paleozoic fossils.

Shaw
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(1918:143-44) mentioned central Tennessee as the most likely source.
Jewell (1931:49) cited the Fort Payne and Warsaw formations as sources
of the Quaternary terrace gravels.
The source of the metaquartzite deposited by the Tennessee
River was recognized by Potter (1955:29), who noted their metamorphic
nature and Blue Ridge provenance.

Wentworth (1927:941-54) reported

striated quartzite cobbles at numerous sites in terraces along the
entire length of the Tennessee
taries draining the Blue R i d g e .

River and in terraces of its tribu
His description regarding s i z e ,

surface texture, and colors closely matches that of the metaquartzite
cobbles described in this paper.

Robert Folk, after examining

several thin sections of Black Belt metaquartzite cobbles, stated
that they must be from the metamorphic Appalachians (Written communication:December 15, 1970).
There are a number of thick metaquartzite deposits in the
Appalachian metamorphic province which could be the primary sources
of the compositionslly sorted metaquartzite gravels found in the
southwest bend area of the Tennessee River and in the Black Belt of
Mississippi.

Examples of metaquartzite in situ in the Blue Ridge

are the Nebo quartzite (Cambrian or pre-Cambrian)
and the Hesse quartzite (Cambrian or pre-Cambrian)
thick).

(200-400 ft thick)
(500-600 ft

The Hiwassee, Little Tennessee, and French Broad rivers,

which are tributaries of the Tennessee River draining the Blue Ridge
province, have extensive, texturally unsorted terrace deposits which
contain metaquartzite boulders and cobbles.
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Explanations for Compositional Sorting
Compositional sorting of gravels downstream from two source
areas with different lithology is difficult to explain.

The current

problem is especially difficult because the source areas of the chert
lie between the Appalachian metaquartzite source and the sorted m e t a 
quartzite deposits in the bend area of the Tennessee River (Fig. 18).
Field observations rule out differential chemical weathering
as a reasonable explanation for compositional sorting since chert and
metaquartzite appear equally resistant to weathering.

Ice rafting of

metaquartzite from the foothills of the Blue Ridge to the southwest
bend area might explain why chert is not mixed with the pure m eta 
quartzite deposits.

However, such ice rafting would have transported

softer components such as tuff, graywacke, arkose, siltstone, gneiss,
and granite, which are now mixed with metaquartzite in the terraces of
tributaries draining the Blue Ridge.

These softer components are not

mixed with metaquartzite in the bend area.

This fact weakens the e x 

planation of ice rafting.
Compositional sorting in the bend area may have resulted from
fluctuations in volume of runoff from the respective source areas,
provided these fluctuations were out of phase.

For example, if the

runoff from the metaquartzite source area were diverted from the
channel of the Tennessee River, then the bend area during such an
event would have received concentrated chert.

Climatic differences

resulting from elevation differences between the source areas may have
been responsible for alternations in volume of runoff.

Denny

Figure 18.

Summary map
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(1956:52) estimated that in Potter County, Pennsylvania, located in the
unglaciated portion of the Appalachian Plateau, upland surfaces were
lowered as a result of periglacial conditions by more than 10 ft during
the Illinoian stage alone, while streams became filled with alluvium.
His remarks suggest extensive frost action, high precipitation, and
voluminous runoff from the Appalachian Plateau during this glacial
stage.
Berkland and Raymond (1973-651-53) presented evidence of glacia
tion, rather than periglaciation, in the Appalachians.
10) questioned some of their evidence.

Thurmond

(1973:

Kaye (1974:47) discussed the

possibility of glacial control resulting in large fluctuations in
release of meltwater from the Blue Ridge area at the close of the
Illinoian stage .
At the close of a glacial period melting ice in the Appala
chians would have released immense volumes of gravel of Appalachian
types including metaquartzite.

This debris could so aggrade the

Tennessee River alluvium that the valley would be essentially filled.
The probability of aggrading conditions may have been enhanced by
the proximity of the Illinoian continental ice front (Geological
Society of America,

1959: Glacial Map of United States) to the mouth

of the Tennessee River (Fig.

18).

This could have created congestion

downstream from the southwest bend area.

The minor amounts of chert

entering the Tennessee River from the surrounding, unglaciated
Cumberland Plateau area would be dwarfed by meltwater debris from the
Appalachians.

Thus, if spillover occurred then, which would be most
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likely because of high meltwater levels and possible downstream con
gestion, spillover gravel would be mainly meltwater debris.

However,

by the time the meltwater debris reached the southwest bend area, only
the most durable components are likely to have survived this lengthy
transport.

Since metaquartzite is exceptionally hard, its concentra

tion in the southwest bend area could be explained.

This explanation

needs additional evidence of glaciation in the Southern Appalachians.
Hayes and Campbell (1900:132) reported evidence of a diversion
of the Tennessee River at Chattanooga to the Coosa River in Alabama.
A natural dam or dams in the upper reaches of the Tennessee River near
Chattanooga, Tennessee and/or Guntersville, Alabama (Fig. 18) may have
influenced compositional sorting of gravels in the southwest bend area.
Such natural dams, possibly including icebergs and trees, temporarily
may have diverted runoff from the Blue Ridge area toward more southerly
stream valleys in Alabama.

This diversion would have rerouted the meta

quartzite bedload temporarily so that it would not have reached the
southwest bend area.

Such diversion could explain the deposits of pure

chert in the southwest bend area but would not explain the deposits of
pure metaquartzite.

This last possibility needs support from field

evidence before it can be taken seriously.

The writer's field work in

Alabama has been limited; Rancholabrean vertebrates have been found in
association with compositionally sorted metaquartzite cobbles in
terraces near the Black Warrior and Alabama rivers of central Alabama
(Fig. 18).
The suggestion has been made that possibly compositional
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sorting actually reflects textural sorting.

According to this proposal,

smaller chert components, originally mixed with larger quartzite, were
carried farther south during the spillover event which deposited
"gravels" in the Black Belt.

Objections to this proposal may be found

in the gravel deposits of the Tennessee River bend area along the
apparent route taken by the spillover into the Black Belt:

(1) No

gravel in the bend area has been observed that is characterized by
smaller chert and larger metaquartzite components;

(2 ) there is

excellent compositional sorting of both chert and quartzite in the
bend area and excellent compositional sorting of metaquartzite in the
northern third of the Black Belt.

Thus, the proposed textural sorting

would have had to occur prior to reaching the Black Belt.

That

textural sorting resulted in compositional sorting is unlikely because
both chert and metaquartzite gravels appear to have about the same
size ranges.

ORIGINS OF THE METAQUARTZITE-VERTEBRATE ASSOCIATION

Scattered metaquartzite cobbles are found throughout the length
of the Mississippi Black Belt, but the surrounding sediments in which
they are found differ in the northern one-third of the Black Belt from
those in the southern two-thirds.

In Alcorn County, metaquartzite

cobbles are dispersed within thick surficial silt deposits.

This fact

suggests that the cobbles and the silt were deposited together by
the same stream.

It is postulated here that this stream consisted

of spillover waters that followed an ancestral Black Belt stream system
extending the length of the Black Blet.

The author has found no fossils

in these silt deposits in the northern one-third.
South of Lee County, the metaquartzite cobbles are found
beneath clay deposits rather than silt, and are part of a basal conglo
merate at the clay-chalk contact.

Rancholabrean fossils of the Fj^

assemblage are within this basal conglomerate.

Therefore, it is

postulated that in the southern Black Belt the silt deposits have been
largely removed from the eastern half by subsequent erosion but the
metaquartzite has remained as scattered lag gravel.
Today, tributaries of the Tombigbee River drain the southern
Black Belt area.

These tributaries apparently have captured the

drainage area of the ancestral Black Belt stream system and have
modified the topography.

Early capture of the ancestral system in the

Lee County area would have reduced stream flow in the Black Belt
counties to the south and resulted in reduced stream energy, poor
94
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drainage, and swamps.

Some of the clays surrounding the F,

la

may have accumulated under these conditions.

assemblage

Additional clays have

accumulated as a result of solution of the underlying Cretaceous chalk.
In places the present tributaries to the Tombigbee River have migrated
down the dip of the Cretaceous deposits leaving gently sloping terrace
deposits consisting of reworked clays and a heavier basal conglomerate
including Rancholabrean fossil bones and metaquartzite cobbles.
suggested that the fossilized animals of the
and were buried by these small streams.
structures containing the F ^

It is

assemblage lived near

The contents of solution

assemblage are similar to point bar

deposits of these same small tributaries today.
Another explanation of the metaquartzite-vertebrate association
was considered.

The animals of F^a assemblage may have been present

in the southern Black Belt at the time of the spillover and transport
southward of the metaquartzite cobbles.

Such a flood could have been a

factor in the death and burial of these animals.

It appears more

likely that the animals were buried by smaller streams at a later time
for the following reasons:
(1) Pleistocene fossils have not been found within or beneath
elevated silt deposits in the northern one-third and western one-half
of the Black Belt.

Pleistocene fossils of the elevated Fi
i assemblage

have been found only beneath clays.

The textural differences in the

silt and clay deposits, both of which are associated with metaquartzite
cobbles, suggest that the clay-metaquartzite-fossil combination repre
sents the fine-grained deposits of low energy smaller streams with a
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basel lag gravel of coarse debris rather than the unaltered deposits of
a high-energy spillover.
(2)

At least the F lb portion of

assemblage is found in

apparent terrace deposits of present tributary streams of the Tombigbee
River.

These deposits slope toward today's smaller, Black Belt streams

(Fig. 14), which suggest that they were reworked and deposited by these
streams.

F^a deposits are lithologically similar to F lb deposits and

may also have been reworked by the same small streams.
The fossils identified are indicative of a Rancholabrean fauna.
Thus, the associated stones would have had to arrive in the area during
or before Rancholabrean t i m e .

Rancholabrean time is limited to the

Illinoian glacial, Sangamon interglacial, and Wisconsin glacial stages.
It is more likely that the spillover occurred at the close of a glacial
stage or beginning of an interglacial stage because meltwater at this
time would supplement normal precipitation.

The close of the Illinoian

glacial appears the more probable time of spillover than the Wisconsin
glacial stage because of evidence already presented that some of the
vertebrates found in the fossil assemblage became extinct before the
end of the Wisconsin.

Furthermore, the Illinoian continental ice

front was only 20 miles from the mouth of the Tennessee River.
closer than the ice fronts of other glacial advances.

This is

Thus, congestion

at the mouth of the Tennessee River would more likely have been present
during the Illinoian stage.

This would have enhanced the probability

of a spillover of the Tennessee River into the Black Belt.
It is here suggested that the "gravels" arrived in the Black
Belt at the close of the Illinoian glacial stage or beginning of Sangamon
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interglacial and were subsequently reworked with the
vertebrates during the Sangamon interglacial stage.
gested that the

assemblage of
It is also sug

assemblage is Wisconsin in age because of the differ

ences in character of the deposits, topographic elevations, and faunal
content.

The Fg assemblage appears to have been deposited during the

Holocene because these deposits are less firm, have undestroyed primary
structures, and some Holocene fossils.

CONCLUSIONS

Flood waters from the Blue Ridge Province, probably at the
close of the Illinoian stage, transported concentrated metaquartzite
gravels westward along an aggraded Tennessee River valley, spilled out
of this valley one or more times at low segments along the southwestern
divide, and in part, temporarily followed an ancestral Black Belt
stream system through northeastern Mississippi.

Subsequently, during

Sangamon and Wisconsin stages, Rancholabrean fossils and metaquartzite
cobbles were reworked by smaller streams.
This hypothesis takes into consideration the compositional
sorting of the lower Tennessee River gravels, the presence of similar
metaquartzite gravels and similar heavy minerals on both sides of the
lowest segment along the Tennessee Valley divide, the association of
metaquartzite lag gravel with Pleistocene mammals of restricted age
(Rancholabrean) within the Mississippi Black Belt, and the burial of
both stones and fossils beneath heavy brown clays typical of the Black
Belt.
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a p p e n d i c e s

APPENDIX

Location and relevant data about fossil sites shown in Figure 13:
1.

Tishomingo Creek, Prentiss County, Miss., SW 1/4 of Sec. 36,
T. 6 S., R. 5 E.

Fossil assemblage F ^ .

Fossil bone fragment

(unidentifiable)

Artifacts
Metaquartzite
2.

Okeelala Creek, Prentiss County, Miss., S 1/2 of Sec. 33,
T. 6 S., R. 6 E.

Fossil assemblage F 3 .

Fossil bone fragment (unidentifiable)
3.

Camp Creek, NE corner of Lee
Mammut

4.

County, Miss.

Fossil Assemblage F 3

(tooth)

Field near the Saltillo community in Lee County, Miss., NE 1/4 of
Sec. 20, T. 8 S., R. 6 E.)

Fossil assemblage

Mammut (tooth fragment)
5.

Oldtown Creek, near Tupelo in Lee County, Miss., NW 1/4
Sec. 20, T. 9 S., R. 6 E.
Mammut

of

Fossil assemblage F 2 .

(mandible)

6 . Town Creek,

east of Verona in Lee County, Miss., SW 1/4

21, T. 10 S., R. 6 E.

of Sec.

Fossil assemblage F 3 .

Large, undescribed bird (tibiotarsus)
7.

Chiwapa Creek, west of Shannon in Lee County, Miss., E 1/2 of Sec
23, T. 11 S., R. 5 E.

Fossil assemblage F 2 .

Mammut (cranium with teeth)
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8.

Tubbalubba Creek, southwest of Shannon in Lee County, Miss., Sec.
36, T. 11 S., R. 5 E.

Fossil assemblage F 3 .

Equus (tooth fragment)
?Felis (root of canine tooth)
Artifacts
9.

Tallabinnela Creek, Monroe County, Miss., W 1/2 of Sec. 4, T.
12 S., R. 6 E.

Fossil assemblage F^.

Equus cf (Hemionus) conversidens (tooth)
Artifacts
10.

Crest of south valley wall of Tallabinnela Creek, Monroe County,
Miss., NW 1/4 of Sec. 17, E 1/2 of Sec.
T. 12 S., R. 6 E.

Fossil assemblage

18, and SE1/4 of Sec. 8 ,

F .
id

Equus (teeth)
Metaquartzite
11.

Word Creek, Monroe County, Miss., NW
R. 6 E.
Equus

1/4 of Sec. 15, T. 13

S.,

Fossil assemblage F^.

(tooth fragment)

Mammut (tooth fragment)
Odocoileus (antler fragment)
Hydrochoerus (tooth fragment)
Artifacts
Metaquartzite
12.

Cowpen Creek, Monroe County, Miss., NW 1/4 of Sec. 24, T. 13 S.,
R. 6 E.

Fossil assemblage F^.

Equus (teeth fragments)
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Tapirus (cheek tooth)
Artifacts
Metaquartzite
13.

Tributary to Mattubby Creek, Monroe County,
2, T. 14 S., R. 6 E.

Miss., NW 1/4 of

Sec.

Fossil assemblage F^.

Equus (tooth fragment)
Artifacts
14.

Cedar Creek, Monroe County, Miss., N 1/2 of
T. 14 S., R. 6 E.

Fossil assemblages F ^

Sec. 9 and 10,

and F^.

Equus (teeth fragments)
Mammut

(teeth fragments)

Odocoileus (teeth)
Artifacts
Metaquartzite
15.

Mattubby Creek, Monroe County, Miss., SE 1/4of Sec. 7, T.
R. 7 E.

Fossil assemblage F 3 .

Equus (teeth fragments)
Mammut (teeth fragments)
Odocoileus (teeth)
Tapirus (tooth)
Castoroides ohioensis (tooth fragment)
Bison (tooth)
Procyon (end of humerus)
Meleagris (end of tibiotarsus)
artifacts

14 S.,
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16.

James Creek, Monroe County, Miss., N 1/2 of Sec. 31, T. 14 S.,
R. 7 E.

Fossil assemblages

ai*d F^.

Equus (teeth)
Mammut (tusk) and teeth)
Odocoileus (limb elements)
Bison (calf mandible)
Felis c f . wiedii morgay (femur)
Artifacts
Metaquartzite
17.

Crest of south valley wall of James Creek, Monroe County, Miss.,
NW 1/4 of Sec. 2, T. 15 S., R. 6 E.
Mammut

Fossil assemblage Fjfl.

(tooth fragment)

Metaquartzite
18.

Road cuts on Miss. Highway 25 southwest of Aberdeen in Monroe
County, Miss., Sec. 18, T. 15 S., R. 7 E. and Sec. 24, T. 15 S.,
R. 6 E.

Fossil assemblage F^a .

Equus (cheek tooth)
19.

Road cuts on Miss. Highway 25, 1 mile northeast of Muldon, in
Monroe County, Miss., Sec. 26, T. 15 S., R. 6 E.

Fossil

assemblage F^a .
Equus (teeth fragments)
Mammut (teeth fragments)
Odocoileus (antler fragment)
20.

Fuller Creek, Monroe County, Miss., NW 1/4 of Sec. 5, T. 16 S.,
R. 7 E.

Fossil assemblages Fj^ and F 3 .

Equus (teeth fragments)
Mammut (teeth fragments)
Odocoileus (antler fragment)
Artifacts
Metaquartzite
Town Creek, Monroe County, Miss., Sec. 35 and 36, T. 15 S.,
R. 6 E.; Sec. 1 and 2, T. 16 W., R. 6 E.; and Sec.
R. 7 E.

Fossil assemblages

18, T. 16

and F^.

Equus (teeth and limb elements)
Mammut

(teeth fragments and centrum of cervical vertebra)

Odocoileus
Tapirus

(antler fragments and teeth)

(teeth and metapodia 1)

Bison (teeth fragments)
Procyon (mandible)
Mammuthus (teeth plates)
Mega 1onyx cf.

jeffersonii (proximal end of phalanx) navicular

and tooth)
Sylvilagus (mandible)
Urocyon (mandible)
Equus cf.

(Hemionus) conversidens

Equus c f . complicatus

(tooth M^)

Equus cf.

(tooth /M)

intermedius

3
(tooth M )

Artifacts
Metaquartzite
Crest of west valley wall of Town Creek, Monroe
SE 1/4 of Sec. 13, T.

County, Miss.

16 S., R. 6 E. Fossilassemblage

F^a .
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Equus (teeth fragments)
23.

Evans pond site, Monroe County, Miss. NE 1/4 of Sec. 10, T. 16 S.,
R. 6 E. Fossil assemblage F^a Mammut (tooth)

24.

Death Creek, Clay County, Miss., Sec. 9, T. 16 S., R. 5 E.

Fossil

assemblage Fg.
?Cervus

(astragalus)

Metaquartzite
25.

Tributary of Town Creek, Clay County, Miss., NW 1/4
T. 17 S., R. 17 E.

of Sec.

10,

Fossil assemblage F g .

Equus (teeth fragments)
26.

Spring Creek, Clay County, Miss., Sec. 34 and 35, T. 17 S.,
Fossil assemblages F ^

R. 7 E.

and F g .

Equus (teeth fragments)
Mammut (teeth fragments)
Odocoileus (teeth and limb elements)
Tapirus

(teeth)

Artifacts
Metaquartzite
27.

South valley wall of Tibbee Creek, Clay County, Miss., S 1/2
Sec. 6, T. 19 N., R. 16 E.

Fossil assemblage Fga .

Equus cf. complicatus (tooth P 1^)
Metaquartzite
28.

Tibbee Creek, Clay County, Miss., Sec. 10, T. 18 S., R. 7 E.
Fossil assemblage F g .
Eremotherium (distal end of left femur)

of
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29.

Ash Creek, Oktibbeha County, Miss., Sec. 16, T. 19 N., R. 15 E.
Fossil assemblage F^.
Odocoileus cf. virginianus (antler segment)
Artifacts

30.

Catalpa Creek, Clay and Lowndes Counties, Miss., Sec. 13, 14, 15,
and 22, T. 19 N., R. 16 E.

Fossil assemblages F2 and F 3 .

Equus s p . (teeth and limb elements)
Equus cf. francisi (tooth M 2 )
Equus cf. intermedius (teeth

and M^)

Odocoileus cf. virginianus (teeth, antler, and limb elements)
Mammut americanus (teeth and bone fragments)
Tapirus

(teeth and astragalus)

Bison (tee th)
Castoroides ohioensis (incisor tooth fragments)
Chlamytherium septentrionalis

(dermal scutes)

Canis cf. rufus (pelvic girdle)
Mylohyus (cheek teeth)
?Cervus (cheek teeth)
Ursus americanus

(unworn molar tooth)

Castor canadensis (teeth)
Ondatra

(teeth, mandible, and femur)

Dasypus bellus

(dermal scutes and end of tibia)

Megalonyx jeffersonii (anterior tooth,
left metacarpal IV)

left fibula, and
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Platygonus (astragalus)
cf. Tanupolama (metapodia 1)
Artifacts
Metaquartzite
31.

Crest of Plymouth Bluff on the Tombigbee River, Lowndes County,
Miss., Sec. 15, T. 19 N., R. 17 E.

Fossil assemblage F^a .

Equus (teeth)
Odocoileus (fragment of antler)
Mammuthus (fragment of tooth plate)
Artifacts (loose)
32.

South valley wall of Catalpa Creek, Lowndes County, Miss., Sec. 22,
23, 13, and 24, T. 19 N., R.

17 E.

Fossil assemblage F^a .

Equus (teeth and limb elements)
Mammut americanus

(teeth fragments)

Odocoileus (antler fragments)
Metaquartzite
33.

Jeff Jordan field, Lowndes County, Miss., SW 1/4 of Sec. 20,
T. 19 N., R. 17 E.

Fossil assemblage Fja .

Mammut americanus (tooth)
34.

Crest of west valley wall of

Tombigbee River at U. S. Highway 82

bypass west of Columbus, Lowndes County, Miss., W 1/2 of Sec.
T. 19 N . , R. 17 E.

Fossil assemblage F la*

Equus cf. (Dolichohippus) simplicidens (tooth M^)
Equus ? (Dolichohippus) (teeth DP^/DP^)
Odocoileus

(antler fragments)

Mammut americanus (teeth fragments)

26,

Ill

35.

Golden Triangle Regional Airport, Lowndes County, Miss., Sec. 2,
T. 18 N., R. 16 E. Fossil assemblage F^a .
Equus cf. fraternus (teeth P^/

and

m

V

m

^)

Equus c f . (Hemionus) conversidens (tooth M 3 )
Mammut americanus (teeth and bone fragments)
Odocoileus (limb elements)
Tapirus (teeth and mandible)
Ursus (canine tooth)
Mammuthus

(tooth plate)

Mega 1onyx cf. jeffersonii (tooth)
36.

Crest of west valley wall of Tombigbee River on Threadgill farm,
Lowndes County, Miss., E 1/2 of Sec. 3, T. 18 N., R.

17 E. Fossil

assemblage Fja .
Equus (tooth fragment)
37.

Crest of west valley wall of Gilmer Creek, Lowndes County, Miss.,
SW 1/4 of Sec. 21, T. 18 N., R. 17 E.
Mammut

38.

Fossil assemblage F^Q .

(tooth fragment)

Catalpa Creek, Oktibbeha County, Miss., Sec. 26, T. 18 N., R. 15
E.

Fossil assemblage F 3 .

Equus (tooth fragment)
Mammut

(tooth fragment)

Odocoileus (antler fragment)
Artifacts
39.

North branch of Magowah Creek, Lowndes County, Miss., Sec. 35,
T. 18 N., R. 16 E.

Fossil assemblages F ^

and F^.
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Equus cf.

(Dolichohippus') simplicidens (teeth P 2 and

Odocoileus virginianus (antler segments)
Artifacts
Metaquartzite
40.

Pine pond on Tom Hardy farm, Lowndes County, Miss., SW 1/4 of Sec.
35, T. 18 N., R. 16 E.

Fossil assemblage Fja .

Mammut (tooth fragment)
41.

Crest of divide between Magowah and Cedar Creeks, Lowndes County,
Miss., N 1/2 of Sec. 11, T. 17 N., R. 17 E.

Fossil assemblage F^a .

Equus (teeth)
Mammut (teeth fragments)
Odocoileus
42.

(antler fragments)

Cedar Creek and four tributaries, Lowndes County, Miss., Sec.

13,

14, 23, and 24, T. 17 N., R. 17 E. and Sec. 17, 18, and 7, T. 17
N . , R. 18 E.

Fossil assemblages F ^

and F 3 .

Equus s p . (limb elements and teeth)
Equus cf. fraternus (teeth M*, post fossette M/ and P^)
Equus cf.

(Hemionus) conversidens (teeth M^ and M 3 )

Equus c f . (Dolichohippus) simplicidens (teeth

P 2 , and M 2 )

Mammut americanus (teeth)
Odocoileus

(antler fragments, teeth, and limb elements)

Tapirus (teeth)
Mega 1onyx jeffersonii (teeth)
Mammuthus (teeth plates)
Bison cf.

latifrons (astragalus)

Bison s p . (teeth)
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Cervus (teeth)
Ursus cf. americanus (canine tooth)
Arctodus cf. simus (tooth M^)
Lynx rufus (mandible with 2 teeth)
Didelphis (horizontal ramus)
Artifacts
Metaquartzite
43.

Crest of south valley wall of Cedar Creek, Lowndes County, Miss.,
S 1/2 of Sec. 17 and 18, T. 17 N., R. 18 E. Fossil assemblage F^a .
Equus cf. (Hemionus) conversidens (tooth

m

V

m

^)

Mammut americanus (teeth fragments)
Mega 1onyx cf.

jeffersonii (tooth)

Metaquartzite
44.

James Creek, Lowndes and Noxubee Counties, Miss.,

Sec. 31,

T. 17 N., R. 18 E. and Sec. 2, T. 16 N . , R. 18 E. Fossil
assemblage F^.
Equus (teeth fragments)
Mammut (teeth fragments)
Bison (tooth)
Artifacts
Metaquartzite
45.

Crest of south valley wall of James Creek, Noxubee County,
N 1/2 of Sec. 1, 2, 3, 5, and 5.

T. 16 N., R. 18 E. Fossil

assemblage F l a '
Equus cf. fraternus (teeth M^, M^, and /M)
Odocoileus (antler fragment)

Miss.,
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Artifacts (loose)
Metaquartzite
46.

Bogue Chitto Creek, Noxubee County, Miss., Sec. 2 and 12, T. 15 N.,
R. 18 E.

Fossil assemblages

and F 3 .

Equus (teeth)
Mammut americanus (teeth fragments)
Odocoileus (antler fragments)
Tapirus (teeth)
Bison (teeth fragments)
Procyon (mandible)
Meleagris
Mammuthus (tooth plate fragment)
Artifacts
Metaquartzite
47.

Creek north of Aubrey, Noxubee County, Miss., Sec. 15, T. 15 N.,
R. 19 E.

Fossil assemblage F 3 .

Equus (teeth fragments)
Artifacts
48.

Bogue Chitto Creek, Noxubee County, Miss., Sec. 2 and 3, T. 14 N.,
R. 19 E.

Fossil assemblage F 3 .

Equus cf. complicatus (fossette of teeth)
Mammut americanus (teeth fragments)
Odocoileus cf. virginianus (teeth, antler segments, and limb
elements)
Cervus (metapodia1)
Ursus americanus (mandible with teeth)

Artifacts
Metaquartzite
49.

Crest of south valley wall of Bogue Chitto Creek near Miss.-Ala.
line in Noxubee County.

Fossil assemblage F^a .

Mammut americanus (teeth fragments)
50.

Woodward Creek, Noxubee County, Miss., Sec. 10, T. 13 N., R. 19 E.
Fossil assemblage F 3 .
Equus cf. fraternus (molar teeth)
Mammut americanus (teeth fragments)
Odocoileus (antler fragments and teeth)
Dasypus bellus

(dermal scutes)

Artifacts
Metaquartzite
51.

Shuqualak Creek, Noxubee County, Miss., Sec. 15, T. 13 N . ,
R. 17 E.

Fossil assemblage F^.

Equus (teeth fragments)
Mammut (teeth fragments)
Bison (teeth fragments)
Artifacts
52.

Bodka Creek, Kemper County, Miss., Sec. 7, T. U N . ,
Fossil assemblage F 3 .
Equus (teeth fragments)
Mammut

(teeth fragments)

Odocoileus (teeth fragments)
Artifacts

R. 19 E.
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